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‘Challenge to the Old World order’

Impact of Ukrainian conflict on U.S. agriculture topic at trade conference
RICHMOND, Va. — More than
a month has passed since Russia
launched its invasion of Ukraine, and
economists and counter-crisis experts
suggest the economic and political
ramifications are still taking shape.

American Farm Bureau Federation
economist Veronica Nigh and former
U.S. official Brett Bruen spoke about
the Russia-Ukraine war on March 29
at the Virginia Governor’s Conference
on Agricultural Trade in Richmond.

The annual conference is co-sponsored by Virginia Farm Bureau Federation, the Virginia Department of
See IMPACT
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Clay Williams was among several people who spoke about
pasture management at Dublin, Va., last month.
See Page 8.

Virginia farmers and ag officials are bracing themselves
after Eurasian H5 was detected in Fauquier County. See
Mid-Atlantic Poultry Farmer.
Farmer.

University of Delaware Cooperative Extension agronomist Dr. Jarrod Miller, right, and research technician Shawn Tingle
present information on the drones they use in crop research during the Lower Shore Precision Agriculture Day on March 30 at
the Somerset County Fairgrounds.
Photo by Sean Clougherty

Precision Ag Day shows advances
Presentations include grid sampling, drone use, weed management
By SEAN CLOUGHERTY
Managing Editor

PRINCESS ANNE, Md. — The
drastic climb in input prices for crop
production is putting even more em-

Pray For
America!

phasis on using them as efficiently as
possible.
The University of Maryland Extension’s Lower Shore Precision Agriculture Day on March 30 featured a range
of tools to help farmers accomplish

that effort.
“Farming comes down to how are
you going to make a profit and keep
See ADVANCES
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HIGH INPUTS?

FIGHT HIGH INPUTS WITH HIGHER YIELDS
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Follow us on
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Second Chances Farm closes; casualty of pandemic
By JONATHAN CRIBBS
Associated Editor

WILMINGTON, Del. — In late
2019, Second Chances Farm invited Gov. John Carney and regional
media to the grand opening of its
48,000-square-foot warehouse in
Wilmington’s Riverside neighborhood
and announced that within months
the hydroponic vertical farm facility
would produce more than 4 million
units of food each year — all while
employing ex-convicts in a noble effort to reduce recidivism.

MDA releases
findings on
Md.’s Healthy
Soils Program

ANNAPOLIS, Md. — The Maryland Department of Agriculture, in
collaboration with Maryland’s Soil
Health Advisory Committee, has
released its recommendations for
Maryland’s Healthy Soils Program.
The recommendations include
strategies to advance adoption of
on-farm soil health practices that increase carbon sequestration, improve
water quality in the Chesapeake Bay
watershed, and increase on-farm
profitability.
“The recommendations included
in this report will provide a roadmap
for moving Maryland’s Healthy Soils
Program forward,” said Maryalnd
Agriculture Secretary Joe Bartenfelder. “The ultimate aim is to promote
conservation practices that contribute
to healthy, productive soils that can
protect crops from extreme weather,
reduce erosion and nutrient runoff,
and capture and store carbon from the
atmosphere.”
Established in 2017, the Healthy
Soil Program is charged with improving the health, yield, and profitability
of Maryland soils; increasing biological activity and carbon sequestration
capacity; and promoting the use of
healthy soils practices.
The department established a Soil
Health Advisory Committee to provide guidance and support to achieve
its goals.
Maryland’s Healthy Soils Program
prioritizes the following conservation
measures to advance healthy soils:
• Cover Crops
• Conservation Tillage (reduced
and no-till)
• Prescribed Grazing
• Pasture & Hay Planting
• Conservation Cover
• Critical Area Planting
• Conservation Crop Rotation
• Nutrient Management
• Integrated Pest Management
• Agroforestry
See PROGRAM
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A year later, the farm received even
more attention, this time from the federal government, including then-U.S.
Attorney General Bill Barr and Housing and Urban Development Secretary
Ben Carson, who toured the facility
to highlight the farm’s unique social
mission and the federal investment
program that helped make it happen.
“This is my first time in a vertical
agricultural project like this and it’s
extremely impressive,” Barr said to
the media. “And what’s even more impressive is the impact that this Second
Chances Farm has on people’s lives

on the promise it holds to transform
more lives.”
Now, more than a year later, Second
Chances Farm has closed its doors, a
casualty of the COVID-19 pandemic,
according to its founder and CEO, Ajit
Matthew George, who could not be
reached for comment. George, however, spoke last month with Wilmington radio station WDEL, saying that
when the pandemic in 2020 shuttered
restaurants and other large institutions
meant to be the primary customers
for Second Chances’s pricey greens
and herbs, the company was forced to

pivot. Many orders had to be canceled.
In a short amount of time, the farm
began delivering to homes in the region, a change that was supposed to
sustain the company for just a short
period of time. That period lasted until
mid-March.
“We all felt challenged, on the
verge of being able to survive if we
could mobilize and market it really
fast,” said Dana Dobson, a former
communications consultant at the
See CLOSES
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In what’s become an annual “fireside chat,” Gov. Larry Hogan met with the Maryland Farm Bureau board of directors on March
28 to discuss farming issues.
Photo courtesy Amber Pearson

Md. Farm Bureau meets with Hogan

ANNAPOLIS, Md. — Maryland
Farm Bureau board directors, committee members and staff met with Gov.
Larry Hogan and his agriculture
cabinet on March 28 to discuss how
policies affect farmers in the state.
Farm Bureau’s representatives
shared their top concerns on topics
like the agricultural scrap tire recycling program and Agricultural
Education.
These issues, among others, require policies that allow farmers to
produce food in the most efficient way
that also keeps the land, waterways
and air healthy, the group said in a
news release.
“We want to thank Governor Hogan for giving the farming community
a seat at the table for the past seven
years,” said John Draper, MDFB first
vice president. “With him keeping his
campaign promise to end the war on
rural Maryland and agriculture, we

have been blessed to have the support
of our governor.”
The organization expressed the
need for additional funds to be added
to this year’s budget to cover the cost
of its tire recycling program through
the Maryland Department of the Environment.
MDE and the Maryland Environmental Service are offering the tire
recycling program to seven counties
this spring.
The agriculture community is
seeking funding to expand the program to the remaining 16 counties.  
MDFB representatives spoke to
Hogan about the importance of Ag Education in Maryland’s public schools,
with a hopeful expansion into middle
schools.
With the incorporation of the Blueprint for Maryland’s Future legislation
starting to take effect, MDFB hopes
to see Ag Education remain part of

Career and Technology Education,
but also become part of the overall
approved science curriculum.  
The board also thanked Hogan
and his administration for the various
programs and assistance they have offered over the last seven years to help
farmers combat the economic damage
to crops due to wildlife, namely deer.
“More is still needed, but it has
been very nice to have an administration willing to help us find ways to
address wildlife damage,” said Billy
Bishoff, a MDFB district director.
The MDFB delegation addressed
the recent avian flu concern and biosecurity restrictions on the use of
chicken litter as a low-cost and readily
available form of fertilizer for this
growing season; the need to reinstate
the meat inspection program at the
Maryland Department of Agriculture;
and supporting the expansion of urban
agriculture.
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Lititz, PA

133 Rothsville Sta. Rd
800.414.4705

Richland, PA

700 East Linden St
888.414.7518

Cecilton, MD

364 Cecilton Warwick Road
888.269.0372

Seaford, DE

22375 Sussex Hwy
866.670.4705

BINKLEYHURST.COM

Harrisonburg, VA
4310 South Valley Pike
800.735.3584

A person’s words flow out
of what is in their heart!
Matthew 12:34

Binkley & Hurst is blessed to announce that the Cecilton, MD location is now an authorized
Kinze dealer! We are ready to sell and support the tried-and-true lineup of Kinze products!
We are excited to have Kinze come along side us in our mission of Equipping You for Growth
in the region with planters and grain carts! Don’t wait for spring! Give us a call today to
discuss any uptime service needs you may have!

WITH THE KINZE EARLY ORDER PROGRAM!

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNTS
AVAILABLE UNTIL JULY 1ST!

ORDER YOURS TODAY!
LIMITED BLUE DRIVE

AVAILABILITY FOR 2023

(BLUE DRIVE® = ELECTRIC DRIVE)

CUSTOMIZE
TO YOUR LIKING!

Whether you are operating large or small acres,
KINZE gives you the opportunity to customize your
KINZE planter the way you want it. The reliable,
versatile, narrow transport allows you to do things
your way! Take advantage of incredible savings at
BINKLEY & HURST before they are gone!

DON’T NEED A NEW PLANTER?
SCHEDULE YOUR

UPTIME SERVICE
TODAY AT BINKLEY & HURST!

LARGE
& IN CHARGE!
KINZE 1105 GRAIN CART SPECS:
1250 BU Capacity
35 - Degree Adjustable Spout
Hydraulically Adjustable Flow Gate
Pivoting External Auger
Flotation Tires

COMING THIS SUMMER!

KINZE
1051 & 1121
GRAIN CARTS

DISCOUNTS AND FINANCING OFFERS AVAILABLE FOR LIMITED TIME & ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE AND/OR DISCONTINUATION AT ANY TIME. OFFERS ASSUME QUALIFIED BUYERS. INVENTORY SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE.
NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS.
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STATEMENT ON COLUMNS: The columnists’ views
in this issue are their own and do not necessarily
reflect those of The Delmarva Farmer.

EDITORIAL

Region’s ag impact is astounding

Often in this region, mention of farming’s
impact often follows water quality, weather
disaster or some other negative occurrence.
But the farm gate swings both ways, and a
report released on National Agriculture Day
shows farmers’ impact on jobs, exports and
the economy is nothing short of astounding.
Some 30 food and agriculture groups
released the sixth annual Feeding the
Economy report on March 22, an economic
analysis revealing how these sectors
influence the local and broader United States
economies.
Two years into the COVID-19 pandemic,
this year’s study highlights how the industries
remained resilient to provide Americans with
jobs, economic opportunity and safe food.
To measure the total economic impact
of the sectors, the analysis also includes
the direct and indirect economic activity
surrounding these industries, capturing both
upstream and downstream activity.
For example, when a farm equipment
retailer hires new employees because farmers
are buying more tractors, experts consider the
new salaries an indirect impact.
Similarly, when a retail associate spends
her paycheck, an induced economic impact
occurs. Together, these have a multiplier
effect on the already formidable direct impact
of food and agriculture.
Nationally, the 2.4 million jobs directly
linked to agriculture — famers and farm
workers — are a big part of generating
another 19 million jobs of direct economic

impact and another 41 million jobs in total
economic output.
The U.S. agriculture sector’s output
of $397 billion spurs $3 trillion in direct
economic impact once food manufacturing,
wholesaling and retailing are added in, and
total economic output reaches $7.4 trillion.
The industries also generate $718 billion in
business tax revenue used to improve roads,
pay unemployment benefits and any number
of other social services available.
Zooming in on the Delmarva states,
agriculture’s multiplier effect is even more
substantial.
While Virginia’s agriculture jobs are
the foundation of a more-than-respectable
eight times as many directly impacted jobs
in manufacturing and sales and 14 times as
many total jobs, Delaware and Maryland
blow that away with 20-fold increases in
direct jobs and 40-fold increases in total jobs
impacted by agriculture.
The three states also generate more than
$30 billion in tax revenue from businesses
directly or indirectly connected to agriculture.
During National Agriculture Day and other
events celebrating farmers throughout the
year, the public is urged to “thank a farmer”
for the food, fiber and fuel produced on their
farms.
A huge chunk of the public, on any day of
the year and especially around these parts,
would also be correct in thanking them for
the job they have, and the road they traveled
to get there.

CHOICE VOICE

An open response
to Maryland farmers

By JOSEPH BARTENFELDER
(Editor’s note: Joseph Bartenfelder is the Maryland Secretary of Agriculture.)
Farming is hard in Maryland, and everywhere
else. There are any number of unpredictable
factors that force us to make tough decisions and
make changes on the fly. As I have learned as a
sixth-generation Maryland farmer, this business is
not for the faint of heart.
As Maryland’s secretary of agriculture, it is my
duty to safeguard and protect our industry from
a number of threats, including infectious disease.
Just like farming, that sometimes requires me to
make very tough decisions based on unpredictable
circumstances.
In 2015, the Midwest learned the hard way that
Highly Pathogenic Avian Influenza (HPAI) is a
devastating virus that moves quickly and has the
ability to wipe out commercial poultry operations,

and the virus is transmitted through nasal/eye
secretions and manure. On February 23, a farm in
New Castle County, Del., tested positive for HPAI.
A few days later, another farm in Cecil County,
Md. Shortly after that, we had cases on another
farm in Queen Anne’s County, Md.
Given the rapid spread of the disease, I signed
an emergency order on March 9 restricting the
movement of poultry litter into and out of the
Upper Shore in an effort to slow the spread. This
was always seen as a temporary solution, and I can
assure you that this decision was not taken lightly
with planting season approaching and fertilizer
prices on the rise.
As we continued working with our partners at
the Delaware Department of Agriculture and the
USDA epidemiologists to better understand the
science, we were able to make significant changSee BARTENFELDER
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More antibiotic oversight coming
The FDA’s timeline to continue to
put medically-important antibiotics
under veterinary oversight is nearing.
Small ruminant producers need to
be prepared for the 2023 deadline.
Many of the antibiotics used
to treat sheep/goats for common
ailments will be affected by the new
ruling.
These include penicillin and
oxytetracycline products such
as injectables, boluses and
intramammary tubes.
While currently, you can go
to a feed/farm store to get these
medications or order them off the
internet, in 2023, you will need
to get a veterinary prescription to
purchase and use these products.
Previously, antibiotics put in the
feed or water went to veterinary
prescription-only.
For the past several years, a
veterinary feed directive has been
required to put antibiotics in feed.
At the same time, low level
feeding of antibiotics to improve
performance (gain and efficiency)
was banned.
Tetracyclines are approved to
feed to sheep to prevent abortions
caused by vibrio and chlamydia (not
toxoplasmosis).

Bartenfelder ...
Continued from Page 4

es that allowed more flexibility for
farmers. On March 18, I signed an
amended order allowing litter to
move off farm 14 days after birds
have left the farm.
Farms within the control zones
are allowed to move litter, but must
request a permit from the Nutrient
Management Program.
We have made every effort to
be transparent and accommodating
throughout our response to HPAI.
Any poultry farmer within the control zone has been contacted directly
to inform them of the restrictions
and answer any questions they may
have.
We have participated in public forums for farmers within the control
zone. We have worked with University of Maryland Extension, Delmarva Chicken Association, Maryland
Farm Bureau and other industry
associations to help spread the word
to farms in the affected area.
In fact, we have been in touch

SHEPHERD’S
NOTEBOOK
By SUSAN SCHOENIAN
Sheep and Goat Specialist
University of Maryland
There are/were no antibiotics
FDA-approved to feed to goats.
Antibiotics have since been
removed from all lamb feeds.
Since 2017, producers have had to
obtain water-soluble antibiotics from
their veterinarian.
The primary drugs affected
were the sulfa antibiotics (e.g.,
DiMethox), which are used to treat
coccidiosis in lambs/kids.
The other common treatment for
coccidiosis (in small ruminants) is
Amprolium (Corid; also put in the
water).
It is not an antibiotic; thus, not
affected by the new rules.
In addition, Corid may still be
purchased over-the-counter, but
since it is not FDA-approved for
with Winterstein Farms, which is
why Mr. Winterstein’s open letter to
me in last week’s paper caught me
by surprise.
I understand that limiting the
movement of poultry litter has a
significant impact on many, but I
can assure you that an unchecked
HPAI outbreak would have far worse
consequences for Maryland’s top
economic industry, agriculture. The
vast majority of farmers we have
spoken to understand this and have
been good neighbors to the poultry
farms experiencing this devastating
disease outbreak.
Time and time again, we have
seen how successful our industry
can be when we all work together
for the greater good of Maryland
agriculture.
I am acutely aware that the timing
of this outbreak could not be much
worse as we are all planning and
making orders for planting season. Every decision we have made
throughout this situation has been
made with our farmers in mind, and
I am asking you to please bear with
us as we work to eliminate this devastating poultry disease and return
to normal operations.

CORRECTION

need proof of prescription.
For sheep/goat producers
who already have a veterinary
relationship (hopefully most do), the
new rules should have little impact.
The more “potent” antibiotics
(e.g., Nuflor) and many other
important drugs already require a
veterinary prescription.
A veterinarian-client-patient
relationship means the veterinarian
has knowledge of the animals they
are treating.
Farm visitations are part of this
relationship.
This increasing oversight of
antibiotics stems from concerns
that animal use of antibiotics is
contributing to antibiotic-resistance.
It is important to remember
that there are many alternatives to
antibiotics.
Vaccines are one of the primary
tools that producers have at their
disposal.
There are vaccines for many of
the ailments that are commonly
treated with antibiotics.
Antibiotics should be used
sparingly on sheep/goat farms
and are not meant to replace good
management.

CROP HAIL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE -COVERAGE FOR
HAIL & WIND DAMAGE
302-855-0800

SMADC contributed $1.7 million to project
An article on the front page of
the March 29 issue of The Delmarva
Farmer with the headline “Ag center
plans on, but costs rise” misstated the
Southern Maryland Agricultural De-

sheep/goats, veterinary approval is
still technically required.
Lasalocid (Bovatec; approved for
sheep) and monensin (Rumensin;
approved for goats) are ionophores
and antibiotics, but they are not
affected by the new rules, since they
do not have a current human use.
They are FDA-approved to
control coccidiosis in small
ruminants and have many other
potential benefits.
Vaccines, dewormers and other
treatments are also not affected by
the new drug rules.
The first step for preparing for the
new rules is to have a current and
valid veterinarian-client relationship
(VCPR).
This will be required for a
veterinarian to issue a prescription
for the antibiotics no longer available
over-the-counter.
This relationship needs to be
established before any medicine can
be prescribed, so don’t wait until
your animals get sick.
Needing a veterinary prescription
doesn’t necessarily mean you have to
purchase the medications from your
veterinarian.
Some establishments will
continue to sell the drugs; they’ll just

velopment Commission’s contribution
to the agricultural center project.
It was $1.7 million, including an additional $200,000 provided by the state.
The error has been corrected online.

A G E N T S @ K I N G C R O P . C O M

EXPERIENCE IN THE
FIELD SINCE 1967
this agency is an equal opportunity provider
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Crystal ball remains cloudy with so many factors

This spring has been great for
writers like me. There are so many
factors that affect the outcome for
grain prices that you can be bullish
or bearish at this time and not be
wrong. With the conflict in Ukraine,
possible peace talks there, high
fertilizer prices and weather, anyone
can speculate. My crystal ball routed
in fundamentals is very cloudy. I
plan to trade it in for one with newer
technology soon.
I remain concerned that the
markets could start acting like the
weather and change quickly. I had
the opportunity to go to Indiana
last week. Apparently, most of the
country witnessed 50 degree swings
in temperatures the last couple
of weeks. We came back through
Garrett County, Md., on March 26
and they got 10 inches of snow that
night. I guess the “Lion” took over
the close of March.
USDA released two reports
on March 31. These reports may
help clear some of the fog over the
markets. First, the Quarterly Stocks
report (top right) will help show
export volume this past quarter
which is key, since it will cover the
time period of the Russia - Ukraine
conflict.

GRAIN
MARKETING
By JOHN HALL
Commodities Analyst
The markets did not have time to
react at the time of this writing. Note
from the chart that corn stocks were
similar to last year, soybean stocks
significantly greater, and wheat
stocks lower.
The second report released was
the USDA Acreage Report (Second
from top to the right).
Take note that this report, based
on a grower survey, suggested 3.867
million less corn acres than planted
in 2021. Also note that this report
based on a grower survey suggests
3.76 million more soybean acres than
last year.
Using market fundamentals,
I would note that the increase in
soybean stocks and a significant
increase in acres suggests bearish
bean prices ahead. In corn, we might

If futures markets
don’t work, your
markets won’t work
Contrary to the woeful baying by
Big Agbiz, the United States — and
any nation with enough money —
will not run out of food this year.
This can be said without reservation for two reasons.
First, war or no war, there is no
global shortage of wheat, the crop today’s Chicken Littles are cluck-cluck
clucking about.
In the last week of March,
numerous sources pointed out that
the estimated shortfall in Russian
wheat export sales due to its war in
Ukraine will be about 7 million metric tons (mmt) this marketing year.
While that sounds like a lot, 7
mmt is, in fact, 0.9 percent of Russia’s staggering 778 mmt 2021 wheat
crop.
So, no, the loss of less than one
percent of any nation’s farm production in any commodity will not lead
to global famine.
The second reason the world will
not run out of wheat is that when
properly functioning markets operate
in an open, transparent manner,
price rations supply and demand.
Yes, that can get coldly expensive
but it also ensures the global cupboard never really empties.
And that is what happened in the
wheat futures market from mid-Feb-

FOOD &
FARM
FILE
By ALAN GUEBERT
ruary to early March as Russia
invaded Ukraine.
On Feb. 18, a week before the invasion, Chicago May wheat futures
prices were $8.04 per bushel. After
three weeks of volatile, war-fueled
trading, May futures had soared to
over $12.
On March 8, however, the May
contract rocketed to $13.63 per bushel just as futures trading began that
day. Shortly thereafter, something
— or someone — hit the market and
May futures fell off the table, down
$2 per bushel.
By the close of the bruising
session, prices had clawed back to
$12.86 per bushel, or almost exactly where they had finished the day
See GUEBERT
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see the opposite. Stocks are similar
to last year and we maybe planting
considerably less acres this year.
We also know that Ukraine maybe
planting less corn as well. Does this
suggest bullish corn. ... Maybe?
This March 31 acreage report are
planting intentions. We will have to
wait until the June 30 report to get
actual acreage planted. That said,
what factors other than weather
could change this? I have talked with
several farmers that pre-ordered
supplies. Most suppliers are saying
fertilizer and chemicals are in tight
supplies.
I wonder how many growers that
did not pre-order will have to switch
crops because of the lack of avail-

able inputs? I had thought that there
might be a swing to beans because
of fertilizer costs. I was told, however, that chemicals for beans are in
short supply. It appears there maybe
even more topics to write about in
the next couple of months as planting season approaches.
On March 30, farmdoc released
an article: “Corn Upside and Downside Price Scenarios” by Heidi
Bubela, Compeer Financial and
Krista Swanson and Gary Schnitkey, Illinois. This article outlined
three scenarios worth considering. I
copied a portion of each scenario for
See HALL
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Reconciliation

“For if when we were enemies we
were reconciled to God through the
death of His Son, much more, having
been reconciled we shall be saved
by His life. And not only that, but we
also rejoice in God through our Lord
Jesus Christ, through whom we have
now received the reconciliation.”
—Romans 5:10-11
“When enemies come to an amicable truce ...”
This is what it means to be reconciled, to become compatible with
one another.
Reconciliation has its place with
family or friends when we don’t get
along, but the One in whom we must
seek reconciliation no matter what,
is God.
God will never be our enemy,
but we were enemies of God before
we accepted Christ’s invitation of
salvation.
The culprit of our separation
from Him was our sin and made the
possibility of relationship with God
impossible.
We walked and talked and moved
and breathed, but we were still dead
in spirit which had eternal consequences. We needed to seek reconciliation with God His way and on
His terms.
God’s terms were fulfilled
through his Son, Jesus Christ. His
death broke the barrier between us
and God.
He led a sinless life, resisting
temptation until the bitter end. On
the Cross, Jesus became our sin,
meaning God adjudicated against

FAITH
OF OUR
FARMERS
By C.C. ALLEN
Christ instead of us.
The penalty due to us for our sins,
Jesus paid with His life. The ultimate
consequence was a momentary, yet
horrific severing of their relationship
so that we would never be separated
from God.
We cannot fathom the depths of
agony and despair Christ endured
on our behalf so that we could be
reconciled to our Father.
We are the ambassadors of reconciliation so that others can know this
life-changing news!
Christ died once and for all and
God does not impute our trespasses
to us after salvation.
Our sins are erased as far as the
east is from the west. We are new
creatures created for good works
acting as His hands,
His feet and His mind so that the
world can see and know that Jesus
truly saves. Nothing will ever separate us from the love of God!
If you have never made reconciliation with God, take every opportunity to do it now.
Time is short and He loves you
enough that He sacrificed His Son
for you.
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Healthy soil manages effects of spring rain
They say April showers bring
forth May flowers.
Spring rain can also bring more
nutrients and sediment into the
Chesapeake Bay, as the freshwater
flows over land and into our rivers
and streams.
Farmers have a vital role in protecting water quality and are using
voluntary conservation practices to
build their soils’ health; grow strong,
healthy crops; and protect local
streams, rivers, and the Chesapeake
Bay.
NRCS has programs and practices that help farmers improve water
quality while gaining efficiencies
and reducing costs.
Over the past three years, Maryland NRCS invested over $71
million to assist farmers in implementing conservation practices and
management in the Chesapeake Bay
watershed.
These dollars have helped farmers
fight erosion with practices including
cover crops, no-till or reduced-till,
and crop rotation.
The investments also contribute
to the effort to meet Bay Watershed
Agreement goals.
When soil stays in the field, it not
only provides better soil for crop

KEEPING
THE FARM
By GENEVIEVE LISTER
State Public Affairs Officer
NRCS, Maryland
production, but also reduces sediment entering the water table.
Farmers also manage fertilizer
and pesticide use to keep them on
the field or pasture.
Nutrient, pest, and irrigation water plans help farmers manage these
resources in water-friendly ways.
In-field practices can help reduce
runoff, but filtering the runoff to
remove sediment, chemicals, and
waste can improve downstream
water quality.
NRCS assists farmers with practices that help filter runoff, including
filter strips, riparian forest buffers,
and bioreactors.
Preventing animal waste from
entering local streams is a key way
to protect water quality.
In the pasture, farmers use fences

and other methods to keep livestock
— and manure — out of streams.
To protect against runoff, Maryland farmers do not spread manure
on farmland in winter.
NRCS assists farmers with
practices that manage animal waste,
including prescribed grazing, waste
storage, and waste management.
When managed correctly manure
not only makes great fertilizer, it
builds healthy soils. Healthy soils are
better at holding water and nutrients.
In heavy rainfall, healthy soils
can help keep water and nutrients
in the soil where they should be and
avert flooding downstream.
Soil and nutrients that stay on the
land don’t end up in our rivers and
streams.
Maryland may be a small state,
but our farmers are big on using conservation practices that build healthy
soils and protect water quality.
In a recent soil health census
report, the National Soil Institute
rated Maryland farmers #1 in the
percent of available cropland planted
to cover crops and #2 in the use of
no-till practices.
NRCS provides financial assistance for a wide variety of conservation practices that build soil health

and protect water quality.
Eligible practices in Maryland
and practice payment amounts are
available online.
Conservation program applications are accepted year-round,
contact NRCS at your local USDA
Service Center to learn more.
Find your local Service Center at
www.farmers.gov/service-locator.
Through our local conservation
delivery system, NRCS staff work
one-on-one with producers to provide them the knowledge and tools
they need to conserve, maintain, and
restore the natural resources on their
lands and improve the health of their
operations for the future.
Our goal is to give our customers
free, personalized advice and information, based on the latest science
and research, to help them make
informed conservation decisions.
We are currently filling open
positions in Maryland and across the
nation to build a diverse workforce
for the future.
For more information about our
careers, visit the MyNRCSCareer
webpage.
To view the current open positions at NRCS, visit www.usajobs.
gov and search keyword “NRCS.”

The only name in hay
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Strohmer finds surprise revenue with goat cuddling
By JONATHAN CRIBBS
Associated Editor

WOODSTOCK, Md. — If you’re
raising goats on a farm, you can sell
their meat or their milk, which can
also be turned into cheese. You can
shear them for mohair and cashmere.
Consider another option: Make
them available for cuddling.
Strohmer’s Farm in Baltimore
County, much to its surprise, has

found goat cuddling to be popular with
customers searching for comfort in a
post-pandemic world.
The farm launched the attraction
about a month ago after farmer Brenda Strohmer discovered the activity
online.
It was a natural transition for her
goat herd, which is ultimately raised
for its meat; they were already stars of
the farm’s goat yoga classes.
“I am always, always down with

my goats, and it relaxes me, and I
thought, ‘Why not?’” Strohmer, 53,
said of offering goat cuddling on her
farm. “If I’ve had a bad day and I just
want to chill out, I go down and hang
out with the goats.”
For $30 every day between 11 a.m.
and 4 p.m., a group of up to four people
can rent a half hour with the animals.
For the last several weeks hundreds of
people have, she said.
She’s been surprised by the kinds of

customers: among them teachers, firefighters and medical workers, some
on doctor’s orders to relieve stress in
their lives.
They come to the 100-acre farm
and sit with more than 30 goats, four
of which are Nigerian dwarves.
“It just has boomed,” Strohmer
said. “I did not know that that many
See CUDDLING
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Online
fertilizer
database
a ‘FRST’

FORT COLLINS, Colo. — Fertilizer
is an essential part of farming, but
knowing what type of fertilizer to use,
how much to put down, where, and at
what time for best crop production can
be a major challenge for growers.
Adding in the need to maximize
the amount of fertilizer nutrients that
crops use to prevent loss to the environment, especially during quickly
changing climate conditions, only
makes efficient fertilizer management
more complicated.
To help farmers improve planning
for their fertilizer use, a team of experts, including ARS scientists, are
developing an online national soil
fertility database and decision support
tool, called the Fertilizer Recommendation Support Tool or FRST.
“Fertilizer recommendations underpin modern crop production and
are a key tool in a farmer’s regular
decision-making process,” said Dr. Peter Kleinman, Research Leader of
the Soil Management and Sugar Beet
Research Unit in Fort Collins, Colo.
“Because fertilizer recommendations
mostly vary by state, a farmer with
land on two sides of a state border may
face different recommendations. This
is not only challenging to farmers, but
also to regional or national programs
that seek to promote best practices in
fertilizer management.”
The FRST database aims to bring
clarity and consistency to fertilizer
recommendations for farmers, researchers, agronomists, and private
laboratories.
With FRST, they can make better
informed decisions regarding fertilizer
use and, therefore, balance objectives
related to crop production and environmental quality.
“Any improvement in fertilizer
management can be seen as an improvement in the efficiency and use of
See DATABASE
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Clay Williams, left, pasture specialist for Corteva Agriscience, discussed pasture management with Floyd County, Va, farmer David
Hicks during his visit with New River Valley farmers.
Photo by Jane W. Graham

Meeting focuses on pasture management
By JANE W. GRAHAM
AFP Correspondent

DUBLIN, Va. — New people as
well as new ideas were part of the
March 22 pasture management meeting sponsored by Pulaski County
Extension with support from the New
River Valley Farm Service Agency.
Clay Williams, a pasture specialist
with Corteva Agriscience, outlined
the new herbicides his company is
offering this year and made sugges-

tions about the most effective ways
to use them.
Weed control is important in managing pastures for green grass, and
Williams said reducing the care of
grass causes the return on investment
to go down.
He used a graphic display of the
difference in the structure of grass
and weed roots that showed the weeds
tend to have larger, more aggressive
roots, thus giving them an advantage
in getting nutrients from the soil.

Williams who covers Virginia,
West Virginia, North Carolina, South
Carolina and Georgia for Corteva
showed pictures of some of the weeds
that grow in all states and others that
differ from those here.
He suggested the products his company recommends for each.
Two important factors in spraying
herbicides on pasture weeds are time
See PASTURE
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UME offering farm stress management workshops
COLLEGE PARK, Md. — University of Maryland Extension will host
a series of Farm Stress Management
Workshops for Agriculture Service
Providers that are designed for Agriculture Service Providers to equip
them with the skills and knowledge
to support farms and farm families
in times of distress. The University
of Maryland Extension Farm Stress
Management Team will train service

providers to identify signs of distress,
develop skills to communicate with
those experiencing stress, and provide
resources both locally and nationally.
Financial and regulatory topics will
also be discussed as they are often
contributors to stress on the farm.
Here is a list of upcoming trainings,
all hosted from 9:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
• Southern Maryland (UMD Extension, Calvert County) : April 5, 30

Duke Street, #103, Prince Frederick;
• Lower Shore (University of Maryland Eastern Shore) : April 6, Hensen
Center - 11868 Academic Oval, Princess Anne,;
• Central MD (UMD Extension,
Montgomery County) : April 7, 8410
Muncaster Rd, Derwood;
• Western MD (UMD Extension,
Washington County) : April 13, 7303
Sharpsburg Pike, Boonsboro; and

• Mid-Shore (Chesapeake College)
: April 14, Higher Education Center 1000 College Circle Wye Mills.
For more information contact
Shannon Dill, Extension Educator at
410-822-1244 or sdill@umd.edu. To
register visit https://fsagservice2022.
eventbrite.com.
For more information on the Farm
Stress Management Education Project
visit www.go.umd.edu/farmfamily.

NEWARK, Del. — Researchers
have found a way to improve the ability of catalysts made from metal-metal
oxides to convert non-edible plants,
such as wood, grass and corn stover
into renewable fuels, chemicals and
plastics. Metal oxide catalysts are
central to reactions for upgrading
petrochemicals, fine chemicals, pharmaceuticals and biomass.
Catalysts are workhorses that help
reactions occur. Put to work, they
transform starting materials, such as
fossil fuels, biomass or even waste,
into products and fuels with minimal
energy.
Researchers in the Catalysis Center
for Energy Innovation (CCEI) at the
University of Delaware have found a

way to improve the ability of catalysts
made from metal-metal oxides to convert non-edible plants, such as wood,
grass and corn stover — the leaves,
stalks and cobs leftover in the fields
after harvest — into renewable fuels,
chemicals and plastics.
Metal-metal oxide catalysts are
central to reactions for upgrading
petrochemicals, fine chemicals, pharmaceuticals and biomass.
The research team’s strategy capitalized on the dynamic nature of
platinum-tungsten oxide catalysts to
convert these starting materials into
products up to 10 times faster than
traditional methods.
It’s the type of innovative catalytic
technology that could help usher in a

more sustainable and greener future,
where processes require less catalyst
to operate, leading to less waste and
less overall energy use.
The CCEI researchers reported
their findings in Nature Catalysison
Feb. 21.
The surface of a catalyst contains
multiple active sites at which chemical
reactions occur. These active sites are
sensitive and dynamic, changing in response to their environment in highly
complex and often difficult-to-predict
ways.
As a result, little is known about
how processes on these active sites
operate or how the sites interact with
their surroundings. Traditional approaches for increasing understand-

ing, such as studying catalysts under
static conditions in a chemical reactor,
don’t work.
So CCEI researchers combined
modeling, advanced synthetic techniques, in-situ spectroscopies and
probe reactions to get a better look at
how platinum and tri-tungsten oxide
catalyst materials come together, what
structure they take and what happens
on the catalyst’s surface.
In particular, the research team was
interested in how the active sites on a
catalyst (where the chemical reactions
occur) evolve over time and when
exposed to specific changes.

Del. researchers improving catalyst for greener future

Continued from Page 6

before. What happened?
No one really knows and, worse,
it’s likely no one will ever know
because the futures markets’ key
regulator, the Commodity Futures
Trading Commission (CFTC) — like
many government agencies in the
past decade — has given most of its
oversight functions to the markets
themselves, notes Dr. Steve Suppan
of the Institute of Agriculture and
Trade Policy in Minneapolis (IATP).
In a prescient March 16 post on
the IATP website titled “Wheat
futures prices and the war on regulation,” Suppan describes the long,
anti-oversight game most futures
exchanges played with federal
watchdogs after post-2008 laws gave
regulators greater power to oversee
markets.
That fight culminated with a 3-2
vote in late 2020 by the five-member
board that relinquished “nearly all
CFTC authority to the exchanges.”
One of the two dissenters on the
panel, Suppan notes, said the shift
made “‘the players on the field the
referees.’”
“In this arena,” however, “the
public interest loses.”
It’s hard for the public to see that
because futures markets appear to be
arcane exchanges where cab drivers
become millionaires by buying soybean futures. Not so — ever.
U.S. futures exchanges are a $610
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Guebert ...

trillion dollar a year marketplace
where speculators — traders looking to profit — and hedgers, usually
buyers and sellers of products or
derivatives of products traded on the
exchange, meet to establish price
based on key ingredients like supply,
demand, weather and war.
And they are critically important
in our everyday lives: If the markets
don’t function fairly, everyone pays
— from the trader who was clipped
on some shady deal to the single
mother of five struggling to pay the
weekly grocery tab.
Farmers and ranchers know this.
In fact, today’s volatile wheat market
means some rural grain purchasers
only buy farmers’ grain when the
Chicago futures market is open so
the buyer can immediately transfer
their ownership risk to someone else.
That also means these purchasers
don’t offer any farmer a market after
1:15 pm each weekday and not at all
on the weekend.
Almost every farmer or rancher
will tell you that this is a highly
risky, potentially costly failure to
both you and them.
So, no, we’re not going to run out
of food.
The real threat is that we’ll run
out of markets we can trust.
***
(Editor’s note: Readers are
invited to reach Alan Guebert at
agcomm@farmandfoodfile.com or
write us at editorial@americanfarm.
com. Mr. Guebert’s views are his
own and do not necessarily reflect
those of American Farm Publications.)

See CATALYST
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VCE provides small growers produce safety training
By JANE W. GRAHAM
AFP Correspondent

Small wholesalers of produce in
Virginia have a chance this week to
learn about food safety in two virtual
sessions developed by a Virginia Cooperative Extension agent.

Canright
discusses
organic
orchards

The sessions about Produce Safety
Training for Small Wholesale Growers
are set for 6 to 8:15 p.m. April 6 and 13.
Ashley Edwards, commercial horticulture agent based in Carroll County, Va., said this is the second year the
course has been offered. It is designed
for small wholesale growers who sell

their produce through outlets such as
farmers’ markets and roadside stands.
The VCE Fresh Produce Food
Safety Team presents the program that
includes water use, storage, cleaning
and sanitizing and market access.
Attendees who pre-register and
attend both sessions will receive a

AFP Correspondent

AFP Correspondent

ner-neighbors Dean Buttacavoli and
Emily Stocker at Cabbage Throw
Farm on a CSA program to offer a
wide mix of fruit and vegetables.
“I’m going to focus on the principal
challenges you will face in organic
orcharding,” Canright said.
The most important thing is to start
off with disease-resistant varieties, he
said, as so many are available at this
point in time.
“You’re almost to second base
without too much effort,” he said while
cautioning it takes significant effort
and labor to grow organic fruit here.
Canright grows and sells organic
apples, pears, peaches and plums from
his Comeback Farm and fortunately,
had refrigeration for 2021’s bumper
crop of apples, noting he has several
hundred pounds of easier-to-grow
Enterprise apples in one of his walkin coolers.
Canright said he will use beneficial
microbe sprays and clay-based sprays,
but cautioned how a single rain can

Ernst offers mixes with switchgrass and other native
grasses that can reduce runoff and absorb nutrients. These
grasses can be harvested for forage or livestock bedding.

SEEDS

wash it all off the leaves of trees.
“For fertility here, we apply some
fish emulsion to the leaves but if
you’re really trying to get commercial
grade fruit volumes, you have to pay
close attention,” he said.
Varieties of heirloom apples Canright grows include Black Twig, Baldwin, Roxbury Russets and Colonel.
“They offer exquisite flavors and
sometimes it’s a bit of a trick to grow
them. Apples are in full bloom in the
month of May, so we usually miss the
frost danger.”
“This is my first year as orchard
manager,” he said, and even with the
bumper crop he enjoyed in 2021 after
late spring frosts in 2020, “there’s still
need for improvement in my skills.
“Because it was such a plentiful
year, even with my losses I was scrambling to sell it all. If I had taken really
good care of everything, I would have

GLASSBORO , N.J.— Growing up
on a small farm in southern New Jersey,
Matt Edson was always curious about
livestock animals. Now, as
founding dean,
he’s been asked
t o d i re ct t he
state’s first veterinary school
at Rowan University, formerly
Glassboro State
College.
Asked what
Matt Edson
led him to a career as a veterinarian, Edson said he
was always fascinated with farm animals as well as companion animals like
dogs, cats, rabbits and hamsters.
“My interest in the livestock side of
farming is what drove me to veterinary
school,” he said.
“I don’t know if there’s a single
event,” he said, that precipitated his
decision to pursue the rigors of veterinary school.
“I think it may have just been a set
of experiences I had collectively in my

See CANRIGHT

See EDSON

Organic fruit grower Mark Canright produces apples, pears, peaches and plums on
his Comeback Farm in Asbury.
Photo courtesy Mark Canright

Time to plan your riparian buffers.

ERNST

Edson
set to be
trailblazer
at Rowan
By RICHARD SKELLY

By RICHARD SKELLY

Offering up words of encouragement — and caution — second generation Musconetcong Valley organic
fruit grower Mark Canright discussed
the pros and cons with small-scale
growers considering a jump into commercial-scale organic fruit growing.
“For a long time, I was New Jersey’s only second-generation organic
farmer.”
He’s been involved since the 1970’s,
working on his father’s farm in Somerset County as a hungry teenager
wondering about old fruit trees on
parts of his father’s farm.
Canright gave a virtual presentation at the 32nd annual winter meeting
of Northeast Organic Farmers Association’s New Jersey chapter in January.
He described his own Comeback
Farm in Asbury, in the northwest
corner of the state, as a diversified
organic vegetable and fruit farm. He
purchased the land, near the Musconetcong River, in 2003.
“It’s the largest organic orchard
in New Jersey, but that’s a pretty low
hurdle because organic food is generally not being grown in New Jersey,”
he said.
Canright also works with part-

certificate of completion that can be
shared with buyers and other interested parties.
To register, go to https://tinyur.
comsafeproduce22. An email will be
sent to each applicant confirming registration. It will contain information
about joining each meeting.

800-873-3321
sales@ernstseed.com

https://bit.ly/ECSRiparianBuffers
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From farm to track: Chastain
puts watermelons in spotlight
CONCORD, N.C. (AP) — Ross
Chastain started the NASCAR season
with one watermelon and it traveled
with him from track to track. The fruit
lasted five weeks before “The Watermelon Man” had to freshen his supply.
The eighth — generation watermelon farmer from Florida did not
call home and ask his family to send
a fresh melon to Austin, Texas, for
the first road course of the season. He
headed to the store.
“We buy them at the grocer y
store, just like everybody else does,”
Chastain said. “My food comes from

the grocery store, and our watermelons for NASCAR Cup Series victories
do, too.”
Watermelons have rarely been
highlighted the way they were on
March 27 when Chastain won his first
career Cup race. In his 121st career
start, Chastain finally got to climb
atop a Cup car and spike a watermelon from the roof of his Chevrolet in
victory celebration.
The 29-year-old then snagged a
See WATERMELONS
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Virginia farm exports reached all-time high in ’21
RICHMOND, Va. — If Virginia
farmers were playing in a basketball
tournament, they’d be a top-seeded
team.
That’s according to Gov. Glenn
Youngkin, a basketball fan and self-proclaimed “enthusiastic, fully-energized
chief marketing officer” for Virginia
agriculture.
“We’re here to win, and to take
Virginia agriculture to the next level,” Youngkin told participants in
the 14th Annual Virginia Governor’s
Conference on Agricultural Trade on

March 29. The annual conference is
co-sponsored by Virginia Farm Bureau
Federation, the Virginia Department of
Agriculture and Consumer Services
and the Virginia Tech Department of
Agricultural and Applied Economics.
“Last year we exported more than
$4.1 billion in agriculture and forestry
products — an all-time high for the
commonwealth,” Youngkin said. “In
fact, it was 28 percent higher than the
year before. We are off to an extraordinary start in 2022.”
Youngkin noted that Virginia’s farm

UNIVERSITY PARK, Pa. — A team
of Penn State researchers will develop
a long-term solution for the testing and
management of urban soils for the safe
production of garden and food crops in
urban settings, funded by a $100,000
grant from the Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture.
The researchers — agronomists,
soil scientists, and urban agriculture
and community resilience experts in
the College of Agricultural Sciences
— will collaborate with Penn State
Master Gardeners and Penn State Extension educators to identify a strategy
for affordable testing of key contaminants for Philadelphia urban growers.
“We will create clear guidelines
for soil sampling and interpretation of
results and best practices to minimize
the risk of exposure when working
with contaminated soils,” said team
leader Patrick Drohan, professor
of pedology. “And we will identify
community engagement strategies for
greater soil education and knowledge
application for working with low income, Black and Indigenous people of
color, and other historically marginalized groups.”
Pennsylvania Agriculture Secretary Russell Redding called the
research a crucial investment in ensuring that Pennsylvania’s urban soils
are safe for growing healthy, nutritious
food to feed Pennsylvanians.
“To feed the nearly 8 billion people
on our planet, we’re changing where
and how we grow food and who
grows it,” he said. “Urban agriculture
is increasingly important not only to
expand our capacity to feed people,
but to create jobs and improve food
access and nutrition in urban areas.”
Philadelphia is no different than
other U.S. cities, Drohan explained.
Across the country, cities are seeing a
drive to utilize vacant lands for food
production.
However, urban growers face challenges in identifying sound, scientific
guidance on how to safely use soils for
production.
As cities evolved through time,
people made decisions about land

use that left industrial contaminants
behind.
“In some cases, soils were contaminated in the 1800s and sites became
available to growers after redevelopment efforts,” Drohan said. “We need
to let people know whether growing
food in abandoned lots is safe and
teach them how to do assessments
that consider the historical characterization of what was there prior. That
way, they’re better informed about the
appropriateness of what the soil can be
used for today.”
More accurate and effective testing
and site analysis will allow urban agriculturists to avoid the worst problems
with legacy contaminants, Drohan
pointed out. “It doesn’t make sense to
reclaim some tracts because the cost
of cleanup would be prohibitive,” he
said. “Now, having said that, most urban areas are not a problem. In many
cities, most sites and most soils are not
contaminated.”
Urban agriculture already is burgeoning in Philadelphia, noted extension educator John Byrnes, a team
member who has been working with
city officials for three decades.
The city has about 500 community
gardens comprising nearly a100-acre
growing area, with an annual crop
yield approaching 5,000 pounds,
worth almost $20,000.
And, it could be much greater, he
suggested.
“But I think it’s reductive to talk
about urban agriculture just in pounds
of food grown and the dollar value
of food,” he said. “It’s more significant than that. Generally, people
understand that the benefits of urban
agriculture go beyond growing food.
It is a powerful vehicle for cultural
preservation and represents the abundant diversity of our cities. Urban
agriculture is a tool for economic development, community development
and environmental restoration.”
Urban farms and gardens are gathering spaces for communities, he added. They are hotbeds of creativity and
production, and they are safe, green
spaces for youth and elders.

Penn State researchers to
develop urban soil tests
for Philadelphia growers

and forestry industries account for $91
billion in overall economic activity for
the state, along with 440,000 jobs. That
makes farming a slam-dunk for his
administration.
“This is a sector we must continue
to grow,” he said.
The governor’s message dovetailed
with similar positive news about American farm exports. According to U.S.
Deputy Secretary of Agriculture Dr.
Jewel Bronaugh, farm exports boomed
last year despite shipping delays and
other pandemic challenges.

“Worldwide exports of many U.S.
products, including soybeans, corn,
beef, pork, dairy, distillers’ grains
and dairy all reached all-time highs,”
Bronaugh said. “And so we’re currently forecasting another record year of
exports in 2022, up by more than $10
billion over the previous year.”
Bronaugh praised Virginia farmers
for their role in helping America remain
the most dependable supplier of farm
See EXPORTS
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Md. dairy
princess
candidates,
dairy maids
welcome
FALLSTON, Md. — The Maryland
Dairy Princess Association is seeking
candidates for the 2022 Maryland
Dairy Princess.
Dairy princesses visit fairs, schools,
grocery stores and more promoting
milk, dairy products and the dairy
industry.
Candidates must:
• Maintain residency in Maryland
(they may attend an out-of-state college);
• Own or lease at least one dairy
animal and/or be enrolled in a dairy
related 4-H or FFA project for at least
two years. Accepted dairy projects are
“4-H Healthy Living” foods projects
with an emphasis in dairy foods, dairy
leasing program, dairy judging, FFA
Milk Quality and Products CDE or
FFA Dairy Handling CDE.
Because this program is funded by
the dairy cattle milk check-off, dairy
goats and dairy steers are not acceptable project areas.
Or candidates may be employed
herself or the daughter of a dairy farm
manager or herdsman; or an employee
in a dairy related industry, including
a farm store, cooperative, DHIA, feed
supplier, veterinarian, milk inspector,
etc.; and
See CANDIDATES
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Watermelons ...
Continued from Page 10

chunk of broken watermelon off the
Circuit of the Americas asphalt and
took a hearty bite.
Chastain carried that slice of watermelon through all his victory obligations, a true symbol of how far he’s
come in his career.
“I don’t know how to process it yet.
I sit here, and I look at this (watermelon) and I think back to the stories of
our family,” Chastain said after his aggressive battle with former teammate
AJ Allmendinger on the final lap of
overtime earned him and Trackhouse
Racing their first victories.
The Chastain family initially
settled in Georgia until Chastain’s
great-grandfather relocated to Punta
Gorda, Fla.
J.D.I Fa r ms bega n when h is
great-grandfather finished his military commitment and has been passed
down several generations.
The far m is cur rently r un by

Caulk honored as first Unsung Hero

Maryland Secretary of Agriculture Joe Bartenfelder presents the first Unsung Heroes of Maryland Agriculture award to
Danee Caulk of Dorchester County. Caulk was one of the first female agriculture students to graduate with honors from the
University of Maryland. She is a longtime horticulturist and teacher who also served as the first female field representative
for produce company Green Giant. “Danee Caulk is an outstanding example of the lifetime commitment shared by
many Maryland farmers,” said Secretary Bartenfeder. “In fact, I’m told that Danee can often be found picking an acre
of asparagus, all by herself, to this day! As a trailblazer for women in agriculture, a teacher, and a farmer, it is an honor
for me to present Danee Caulk with the very first ‘Unsung Heroes of Maryland Agriculture’ award.” The Unsung Heroes
of Maryland Agriculture award was created to honor the contributions of Marylanders working in various roles in the
farming and food production industries. The MDA is accepting nominations on a rolling basis. To submit nominations,
contact Denise Burrell at denise.burrell@maryland.gov.
Photo courtesy Maryland Department of Agriculture

Chastain’s father, Ralph, and his brother, Chad. The family has five full-time
employees — so yes, Chastain has to
farm when he’s home in Florida — and
an outside crew is used for planting,
watering and harvesting.
“My dad and uncle became old
enough to farm on their own. They’ve
grown the farm to an incredible spot,”
Chastain said. “We just honed in on
watermelons as the family business. It
started eight generations ago. Really
before that, 12 generations ago they
were farming, but back then everybody farmed.
“We stuck with it, for better or
worse, and every generation has
stayed with it.”
Chad Chastain is also the spotter
for his brother; if he’s at the track, their
father cannot attend the race. Susan
Chastain is a traveling nurse and nervously paced around the Trackhouse
pit stall Sunday holding her breath as
her son closed out his first win.
“If Chad comes to the race, my dad
stays back, and if my dad comes to
the race, Chad stays back; if the boss
is away, the mice will play, right?”
Chastain said. “You got to stay on ev-

erybody, and plants are in the ground,
and we’ll start harvesting in a few
weeks. This is our go time to grow the
watermelons.”
As he looked down at the smashed
slice of watermelon that represented
his Cup win, Chastain was able to find
parallels in the family business and
his own difficult climb to NASCAR’s
top levels.
He was 18 when he made his debut
in the Truck Series and although he’s
made 410 starts across NASCAR’s
three national series, Chastain has
run only eight full seasons since his
2011 debut.
His trajectory has been a series of
starts, stops and sponsorship searches.
When he finally hit the jackpot with
the promise of full-season backing
from DC Solar, the FBI raided the
business in a Ponzi scheme investigation.
The collapse of the company came
just days after Pitbull had been hired
by DC Solar to play its Christmas
party; Chastain now drives for Trackhouse, a team co-owned by Pitbull.
Chastain ran his first full Cup
season with Chip Ganassi Racing last

year, then landed the second seat at
Trackhouse when it bought Ganassi’s
NASCAR operation ahead of this
season. He’s now got a spot in the
16-driver playoff field and goes to
Richmond for Sunday’s race ranked a
career-best fifth in the standings.
Even so, he never moves too far
beyond the work the rest of his family
is putting in at the farm. The J.D.I., by
the way, stands for “Just. Do. It.” in a
play on the famous Nike slogan.
Crop insurance doesn’t exist for watermelon farmers in Florida, Chastain
said, and that has limited the number
of production farms to less than 10.
“To think back to the farming and
then tie that into the racing, how my
career has went... and to get to talk
about watermelons on a national level, get to talk about agriculture in a
positive light,” Chastain said. “It’s a
very small number of people in the
world that grow the crops that feed
this world, and feed this population
worldwide, so it’s a thankless job for
the farmers. The real farmers. I’m
just the one that gets to talk about it
now, but I think for farmers and small
racers everywhere, this is a big win.”
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VFGC offering three fencing schools across state
By JANE W. GRAHAM
AFP Correspondent

The Virginia Forage and Grassland
Council is offering a series of fencing
schools throughout the state during
April.
The three sessions are located
stragetically to allow farmers to participate without excessive travel.
The school comes at an opportune
time for farmers to cut some of this
season’s expected higher than normal

input costs by building cross-fences
and using rotational grazing.
Matt Booher, Extension contact
person for the schools, suggested this
approach as a way to reduce the need
to fertilize larger pastures. It reduces
the fuel needed to spread fertilizer and
make hay as well. Rotational grazing
lets the livestock do the harvesting
and fertilizing.
Booher noted that the schools offer
information about the best materials to
use in building fences.

He estimated that selecting materials that last longer, even though they
cost more, can increase the life of the
fence by as much as one-third.
The schools hands-on training also
prepares the farmer for future projects
of his own, either as the actual builder
or as someone using a custom fence
builder.
The first school is April 7 at the
Mecklenburg Public Schools Central
Office in Boydton; the second is April
7 at Shoney’s Restaurant in Hillsville;

Value-added producer matching grants
now available through MARBIDCO
ANNAPOLIS, Md. — The Maryland Agricultural and Resource-Based
Industry Development Corporation
(MARBIDCO) has announced a grant
funding opportunity to encourage
Maryland’s agricultural producers
to engage in value-added activities
and pursue financial support from
the USDA’s Value-Added Producer
Grants Program. The grants program
is a highly competitive nationwide
grants program with approximately
$19.75 million available for distribution in 2022.
These federal grant funds can be

Catalyst ...
Continued from Page 9

“By identifying the telltale signs of
their dynamics, we were able to establish, for the first time, a robust model
to predict their behavior in various
working environments,” said Jiayi Fu,
the paper’s lead author, who recently
earned his UD doctoral degree in
chemical engineering and now works
at Bristol Myers Squibb.
Fu explained that catalyst surfaces
— like plants — flourish when given
the proper balance of sunshine and
sustenance. The research team suc-

Pasture ...
Continued from Page 8

and calibration, Williams said. He
reported that spring weeds should be
sprayed early before they bloom while
woody weeds should be sprayed in
the fall.
Derek Pruitt, the new county executive director of the local FSA, told the
25 farmers attending that the agency
office is finally open and ready to help
them following the time of pandemic
restrictions.
Pruitt welcomed the group by
noting that now is a good time to be
considering enrolling in the Conser-

used for planning (up to $75,000)
or working capital expenses (up to
$250,000) in accordance with USDA
regulations.
Eligible purposes include feasibility studies or business plans, working
capital for producing and marketing
value-added agricultural products,
and for farm-based renewable energy
projects.
MARBIDCO is making available
Maryland Value-Added Producer
Matching Grants (MVAPMG) of up to
15% of the amount of a USDA-VAPG
award to help an eligible applicant meet

the one-for-one non-federal financial
matching requirement. MABRIDCO
Maximum Grant Amount: $11,250
for Planning Grants and $25,000 for
Working Capital Grants.
All applicants that meet the MARBIDCO requirements will receive a
commitment of matching funds to
be included with their federal USDA-VAPG application. A MVAPMG
monetary award from MARBIDCO
will only be provided to an applicant

cessfully demonstrated a novel “irrigation” strategy which uses hydrogen
pulsing to significantly increase the
population of active sites on these
catalysts, allowing reactions to occur
10 times faster.
“We’re not actually watering the
catalysts, that’s just a metaphor. But,
by pulsing hydrogen gas on and off,
we create these active sites that mimic
water, through a process known as
hydroxylation,” said Dion Vlachos,
the Unidel Dan Rich Chair in Energy,
professor of chemical and biomolecular engineering and director of CCEI.
“These active sites then do the chemistry. So, like light and water feeds
the plants, here we feed hydrogen to
‘water’ the catalyst and make it pro-

duce — or grow — new chemicals.”
The work illustrates a successful
example of how simulations can predict catalytic behavior and enable the
rational design of more efficient catalytic processes, said Vlachos, who also
directs the Delaware Energy Institute.
The findings also provide a viable way
to study, understand and control this
important class of catalysts.
“Catalysts are known to evolve and
respond to their environment, but they
do this quickly, in ways that have been
hard to observe in real time,” he said.
“This work sets a platform for how to
dissect their working behavior and,
importantly, how to engineer them
for unprecedented performance enhancement.”

vation Reserve Enhancement Program
known as CREP.
The four NRV counties, Pulaski,
Giles, Floyd and Montgomery are
among the state’s counties eligible for
farmers to enroll up to 15,000 acres
of agriculture lands in the program.
The agency stands ready to work
within the Virginia Southern Rivers
CREP to improve water quality, reduce soil erosion, reduce the amount
of sediment, phosphorous and other
pollutants entering waterbodies,
improve wildlife habitat and restore
wetlands, Pruitt said.
FSA provides financial assistance
with the program.
Pruitt said money is now available
for this program.
He noted now is also a good time to

consider enrolling in the Farm Storage
Facility Loan program.
He predicted this is probably the
best time to become part of FSFL as
the country enters challenging economic times.
It provides low-interest financing
for producers to store, handle and/or
transport eligible commodities they
produce.
Morgan Paulette, Pulaski County
Extension agent and organizer of the
event, offered his assistance with hay
and soil testing.
Paulette told the group testing
needs to be done soon after harvest.
He offered similar assistance for soil
testing, even volunteering to do it for
the farmers or loaning them his testing
equipment.

See GRANTS
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and the third is in Maurertown April
27.
The cost for the schools is $40 per
person and must be paid in advance.
There are no refunds. Participants
can register on line at vaforages.org/
events/ or by mail, making a check to
VFGC.
Mail it to 2022 Fencing School,
Margaret Kenny, 3599 Oak Road,
See FENCING
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Ag groups create guide on virtual engagement for women
WASHINGTON — The American Farmland Trust and Sustainable
Agriculture Research & Education
published information, tips and tools
for effective engagement for online
education, including hybrid settings
for farm and ranch women on topics
related to farm viability, resilience and
conservation in “Reaching Women
in Agriculture: A Guide to Virtual
Engagement”.
The guide was originally developed through a partnership with AFT
and the University of Vermont Extension and has recently been updated,

enhanced and published by SARE
earlier in 2022.
According to the groups, one of
the reasons to create women-focused
and women-only events, virtual or
otherwise, is to establish a comfortable space for women-identifying
individuals to find and access resources, information and networking they
typically do not have easy access to in
the agricultural services world.
The goal is to create a safe space
for women to learn from each other
and gain confidence, rather than excluding men.

“The guidance in Reaching Women is born out of AFT’s Women for
the Land initiative and the Learning
Circle model which arose out of early
partnerships with the Women Food
and Agriculture Network,” said Dr.
Gabrielle Roesch-McNally, guide
author and AFT Women for the Land
Director. “Learning Circles, where
women learn from other women in a
setting with no visible hierarchy, have
proven effective in engaging women
landowners and producers in conversations about land management,
particularly regarding agricultural

best practices for soil health and water quality. The guide provides best
practices for conducting this work in
a virtual setting.”
Reaching Women incorporates
both the characteristics of high-quality programs for women in agriculture
and the emerging best practices for
adapting farmer education and networking events to virtual platforms.
It shares innovative approaches and
lessons learned from AFT efforts and
See GUIDE
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Program ...
Continued from Page 2

A Healthy Soils Competitive
Fund will provide financial assistance for the adoption of healthy soils
practices, with a focus on projects and
operators that are ineligible for other
programs.
A Cover Crop+ Program focusing
on multi-species and extended season
cover crops will be introduced to
complement the department’s popular
existing program.
To read the full report, visit mda.
maryland.gov. For questions regarding the program or the report, contact
Alisha Mulkey at alisha.mulkey@
maryland.gov.

Candidates ...
Continued from Page 12

• Be 16 years old or turn 16 during
2022 and must not reach her 22nd
birthday by Dec. 31.
Candidates may not hold a farm
organization or dairy breed title that
would crossover for more than three
months.
The association is also looking for
Dairy Maids to represent Maryland.
The Dairy Maid program prepares
future princesses and provides promotional opportunities for younger dairy
enthusiasts.
Eligible young ladies between the
ages of 13 and 16 may become a Dairy
Maid.
Dairy princesses are chosen to
represent their county or region, and
each county or regional princess goes
forward to compete in the Maryland
Dairy Princess Contest in July.
Interested candidates may contact Anita Thomas, Maryland Dairy
Princess State Coordinator, at mddairyprincess@gmail.com or 410-9379129 by April 15.

Call in ag news tips
to 410-822-3965
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Thompson-Weeman named president, CEO of AAA board
ARLINGTON, Va. — The Animal
Agriculture Alliance board of directors
has announced that Maryland-native
Hannah Thompson-Weeman, currently
serving as the Alliance’s vice president,
strategic engagement, has been named
the organization’s new president and
CEO.
Thompson-Weeman will assume the
role on May 1 prior to the departure
of longtime president and CEO Kay
Johnson Smith later that month to join
the staff of Alliance member organization Dairy MAX, one of the leading
regional dairy councils in America.
Thompson-Weeman joined the
Alliance in 2014 as director of communications and since that time has

Edson ...
Continued from Page 10

childhood. Being around animals and
being involved in 4-H and working
at a dairy as a teenager milking cows
and all the other stuff I grew up with,”
Edson said.
Edson and his wife are based on a
small farm in Eastampton.
“I bought the farm next to the one
I grew up on, and my wife Jenna and
I live here now, right next door to
where I grew up because we have a
small hay operation and we have 40
acres or so over in Springfield,” Edson
said. Among the animals behind his
farmhouse are chickens, a goat, a few
horses, a steer and even a camel. His
wife Jenna works as a social worker in
Burlington County.
Edson graduated from Cook College at Rutgers University in New
Brunswick in 2007 with an Animal
Science degree and then graduated
from veterinary school in 2011 from
Kansas State University.
“I’ve been practicing here in the
state for close to 11 years now but
most of my work has been in private
practice,” Edson said, adding he’s
pretty heavily involved in organized
veterinary medicine organizations,
and has served as president of the New
Jersey Veterinary Medical Association
for several years.

Fencing ...
Continued from Page 13

Crewe, VA 23930.
Early registration is advised as each
school is limited to 30 participants.
Sign-in begins at 7:45 a.m. for each
session with the program starting at
8 a.m.
The schools will open with a discussion of fence eeconomics and an
overview of Virginia fence law.
The morning topics include fence
construction basics and will feature an
overview of fence types and needs of
different species; discussion of perimeter fences versus cross fences; proper

been promoted to vice president of
communications before assuming her
current role leading strategic engagement. She has led the Alliance’s issues
management, crisis communications,
animal rights extremist monitoring and
influencer engagement work, as well as
played an integral role in connecting
with supporters and developing Alliance programs such as the Stakeholders
Summit, Animal Ag Allies and College
Aggies Online.
Thompson-Weeman’s expertise and
passion in these areas has made her
a sought-after columnist for various
publications and speaker for national
and even international events, helping
to build the Alliance brand.

After growing up in the dairy industry in Frederick County, Md.,
Thompson-Weeman graduated from
The Ohio State University in Columbus, Ohio with degrees in agricultural
communication and agricultural and
extension education. She is also a Class
X graduating fellow of the LEAD
Maryland program.
“Hannah’s history with the Alliance
and energy for taking its mission to
new heights make her the ideal choice
for both a seamless transition and a
bright future for the organization,”
said Christina Lood, senior director,
sustainability and innovation communications, Zoetis, and current Alliance
chairperson. “The board of directors

offers Kay the deepest gratitude for
her nearly 28 years of commitment to
the Alliance. The organization would
not be what it is today if it weren’t for
her pouring limitless time and energy
into growing the Alliance’s resources,
team and programs. We wish her all the
best in her new role and look forward
to continuing to engage with her both
personally and professionally.”
Thompson-Weeman will begin her
new duties just prior to the Alliance’s
2022 Stakeholders Summit, set for May
11-12 in Kansas City. Both Johnson
Smith and Thompson-Weeman’s time
at the Alliance and new roles will be
celebrated during the Chairperson’s
Reception at the event.

“One of my professional interests
has been veterinary education and
accrediting veterinary schools, so I do
some of their evaluation visits and have
traveled all over the U.S. and internationally for that.”
He’s also done a lot of teaching
of clinical veterinary students in his
career, and has operated a fairly large
practice with a couple of locations in
the state.
“I think my accreditation experience, my practice and management
experience, and my connections to all
things in New Jersey veterinary medicine is really what came together to get
me involved at Rowan as a consultant.”
Edson’s job as a consultant lasted
three years and included feasibility
studies.
Now he’s come on board full-time
and serves as founding dean at Rowan’s
newly launched veterinary program.
Pending the accreditation process,
Rowan University expects to admit its
first class of 4-year veterinary students
in 2025.
Coming on as a founding dean
wasn’t necessarily the direction he expected his career would take, “but this
is a phenomenal opportunity to start up
a new program. I’ve been in this role for
about eight months now,” Edson said.
“We’re hoping to have what they
call a ‘consultative accreditation visit’
in 2023 and we’re hoping to have our
first graduating class enrolled here by
2025. While we’re planning to admit a
class in 2025, we’re always careful to

say it is pending accreditation approval,” Edson stressed.
If all goes as planned, a class of
about 60 students will be enrolled by
the fall of 2025.
Once attending veterinary school,
Edson said prospective veterinarians
do not get to choose their specialty.
Rather, they must study all sorts of
mammals, birds and reptiles, and later
on, after graduation, they can choose
to be board-certified for treatment of
livestock animals like horses, pigs,
goats and cattle if they so choose.
“There are vets who can become
board-certified in large animal surgery,
or pathology [diseases] but not everyone takes that path,” Edson said.
Edson’s Rancocas Veterinary Associates has locations in Mount Laurel
and Tuckerton, but he has let go of
day-to-day operations there and other veterinarians are involved in his
practice while he focuses his energies
on launching Rowan’s veterinary program.
More information on the state’s
first veterinary program can be found
online at Rowan University’s website,
https://rsvm.rowan.edu.
It’s no secret among farmers that
there is a shortage of large animal veterinarians who can do on-farm visits
for sick cows, goats, pigs, sheep and
other animals.
Indeed, Edson and others who
formed Rancocas Veterinary Associates are one of a few larger practices
left in the entire state.

“I still have doctors that go out in the
field and do farm calls,” he explained.
“There is a struggle for livestock
producers, but I think it’s a multi-factored problem: some of it is the economics of it; there are certainly fewer
veterinarians than we would like right
now, but it’s also very hard in the
course of practice for some of these
smaller producers to pay a veterinarian
to drive an hour or two to go and give
two vaccines to a goat.”
Edson did say he’s been on the veterinarian side and on the side of a small
farmer breeding dairy goats who need
care, “so I understand the economics
of it from both ends. Sometimes they
don’t intersect as well as we would
like.”
Many veteran livestock farmers
have established relationships over time
with their vets.
“But we also have lots of people
out there who don’t have any regular
relationship with a veterinarian, and
all of a sudden they have an emergency
on the farm.”
Edson said he, Dr. Ally Houshmand,
Rowan’s president and other leaders
at Rowan University are cognizant of
the crushing need for more livestock
veterinarians in the state.
“We are hoping we can begin to fix
that. One of the first clinical components of our veterinarian school that
we’re planning for right away is the
addition of large animal and equine
veterinarians that work under the umbrella of the Rowan school.”

brace construction and line posts and
fence construction.
Next is discussion of electric fencing, electric offsets and charger installation.
Then comes discussion of select the
best wood fencing products.
A mid-morning break will include
travel time to a hands-on building site
that lasts until noon. Section 1 of this
session will be H-brace construction;
Section 2 includes safety, fence layout;
and post driving; Section 3 addresses
knot-tying, splices and insulator selection.
After lunch the groups will return
to the fence building sites to learn
from Stay-Tuff representatives about
that company’s fixed knot fence and
installing its high tensile fences.

CONESTOGA VALLEY LIME SPREADING
HI-CAL

AGRICULTURAL LIME SPREADING HI-MAG

Call Toll Free Day or Evening

1-800-724-3277

Serving
PA,MD,
MD,
VANY,
& LI
NJ
Serving PA,
DE, DE,
VA, NJ,
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Free webinar series to focus on weed management
WASHINGTON — The USDA’s
Agricultural Research Service and
Weed Science Society of America
today announced the launch of a free
webinar series focusing on current research and advancements in managing
weeds and invasive plants.
“ARS scientists have worked in a
wide range of agricultural and natural
ecosystems that include agronomic
and horticultural crops, pastures, forests, rangelands, wetlands and riparian
areas,” said Steve Young, USDA-ARS
National Program Leader for Weeds
and Invasive Pests. “Our scientists
have made contributions to discoveries in the newest fields of robotics and
genetics as well as the traditional and
fundamental subjects of weed-crop
competition, physiology, and integration of weed control tactics.”
By collaborating with WSSA, ARS

scientists aim to highlight the important research that has contributed to the
development of sustainable practices
to control weeds and invasive plants.
“WSSA is excited to host a series of
webinars to highlight the contribution
of ARS scientists to our discipline,”
said Stanley Culpepper, WSSA president.
The webinars will occur every
Tuesday from 2-3 p.m. and include an
interactive Q&A session:
Theme I: Tactics
• April 12: Integrated Weed Management in Cropping Systems: Marty
Williams, Ecologist at the Global
Change and Photosynthesis Research
Unit in Urbana, Ill.
• April 19: Non-Crop Systems:
Advancements in Weed Biocontrol
Tools: Melissa Smith, Research Ecologist at the Invasive Plant Research

Laboratory in Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
• April 26: New Technology for
Weed Identification and Control: Steven Mirsky, Research Ecologist at
the Sustainable Agricultural Systems
Laboratory in Beltsville, Md.
Theme II: Mechanisms
• May 3: Role of Plant Physiology
in Weed-Crop Competition: Dave
Horvath, Research Plant Physiologist
at the Sunflower and Plant Biology
Research Unit in Fargo, N.D.
• May 10: Molecular Basis for Controlling Invasive Plants: Matt Tancos,
Research Plant Pathologist at the Foreign Disease-Weed Science Research
Unit in Fort Detrick, Md.
• May 17: Addressing Herbicide
Resistance with Alternative Chemistries: Scott Baerson, Molecular Biologist at the Natural Products Utilization
Research Unit in Oxford, Miss.

Theme III: Impacts
• May 24: Spread and Distribution
of Invasive Plants: John Madsen,
Research Biologist at the Invasive
Species and Pollinator Health Unit in
Albany, Cal.
• May 31: Climate Change Effects
on Weeds and Management: Dana
Blumenthal, Ecologist at the Rangeland Resources & Systems Research
Unit in Fort Collins, Colo.
• June 7: Restoration for Managing Invasive Plants: Roger Sheley,
Ecologist at the Range and Meadow
Forage Management Research Unit
in Burns, Ore.
To attend the webinar, register in
advance at the WSSA website, https://
wssa.memberclicks.net.
The webinars are open to the public, and WSSA membership is not
required.

‘Breadbasket
of the world
to breadlines’
UN food chief: Ukraine
war’s food crisis is worst
since World War II

NEW YORK (AP) — The U.N.
food chief warned Tuesday the war
in Ukraine has created “a catastrophe
on top of a catastrophe” and will have
a global impact “beyond anything
we’ve seen since World War II“ because many of the Ukrainian farmers
who produce a significant amount of
the world’s wheat are now fighting
Russians.
David Beasley, executive director
of the U.N. World Food Program, told
the U.N. Security Council that already
high food prices are skyrocketing.
His agency was feeding 125 million people around the world before
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine on Feb.
24, and Beasley said it has had to start
cutting their rations because of rising
food, fuel and shipping costs.
He pointed to war-torn Yemen
where 8 million people just had their
food allotment cut 50 percent, “and
now we’re looking at going to zero
rations.”
The war in Ukraine is turning “the
breadbasket of the world to breadlines” for millions of its people, while
devastating countries like Egypt that
normally gets 85 percent of its grain
from Ukraine and Lebanon that got 81
percent in 2020, Beasley said.
Ukraine and Russia produce 30
percent of the world’s wheat supply, 20
percent of its corn and 75-80 percent
of the sunflower seed oil. The World
Food Program buys 50 percent of its
grain from Ukraine, he said.
The war is going to increase the
See CRISIS
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Brenda Strohmer, left, co-owner of Strohmer’s Farm in Baltimore County, Md., launched a goat cuddling attraction at her farm
that allows people to play with the farm’s goats for 30 minutes. It’s quickly grown into a popular offering.
Photo courtesy Brenda Strohmer

Cuddling ...
Continued from Page 8

people liked goats.”
After she discovered goat cuddling,
she quickly posted an ad on Facebook, which attracted the attention of
WBAL-TV 11 in Baltimore. They did
a news story on the farm. Customers
soon followed and have since come
regularly.
“It’s actually exciting because ...
I get to meet new people, and I get

to talk about my favorite thing in the
whole wide world, which is farming,”
Strohmer said.
So far, there haven’t been any major problems, and revenue from the
attraction pays for the goats’ feed, she
said. It’s another revenue stream for
the farm, which Strohmer owns and
runs with two brothers and sister. A
few days have been rained out.
But the farm further diversifies an
operation that rents an additional 200
acres and including goats produces
cattle, pigs and the grain to feed them.
Strohmer’s also manages a meat
store and a food truck that sells prod-

ucts such as jumbo, gourmet hot dogs
and pork barbecue made from meat
produced on the farm. They also
began offering farm tours during the
pandemic.
Strohmer said she enjoys watching
customers discover the playfulness
of goats.
“People don’t get to come to a farm
very often, so they look at it as an
opportunity to come to the farm and
hang out with the animals,” she said.
“You have some (goats) that want to
jump in your lap. You have some that
don’t want any part of it, so you just
come and hang out.”
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does not materialize and actually
falls by 100 million bushels below
the current March 2022 WASDE
forecast.
The chart above shows the price
range under each scenario.
The take-home message from this
article is: Be cautious. We are in a
high risk market at this time.
On March 31, May corn futures
closed at $7.40 and have been trading sideways in the $7.40 to $7.60
range.
December new crop corn closed
at $6.60 down 20 cents from a week

ago and looking for direction.
May beans closed at $16.67 and
November futures at $14.72 with
both trading sideways.
July wheat closed at $10.28 on the
31st. This wheat contract was $12.80
on March 8. Wheat was the price
leader when the Ukraine conflict began. Is wheat showing us the future
direction of the markets at this time?
What is agriculture in Ukraine
really like? I saw a farm picture recently that was taken in Ukraine that
showed very modern equipment.
When I googled this question,

several YouTube videos popped up.
I was amazed with these two and
looked no further: “How Modern
Farming Revived a Ukraine Village”
and “Ukraine Farmers Determined
to Keep Working Amid Invasion”
Take a moment to view them. I think
you will enjoy.
I traveled through Lancaster
County, Pa., recently and found similarity to Ukraine.
Ukraine is flatter, but with several smaller diaries out of business in
Pa., many farmsteads are not as well
painted and pristine as they used to
be.
(Note: I research material from
Allendale, DTN, USDA, University
Land Grants and other credible
sources in compiling this article. It
is not merely my opinion, but rather
a consensus of experts in the trade.
Looking for a marketing coach or
someone to discuss strategies with?
Contact me at jehgrain@gmail.com,
or call 410-708-8781.)

organic vegetables, so if your farm is
walking a financial tightrope, I would
say don’t go heavily into organic tree
fruits. But if you are a backyard fruit
grower or starting on a small scale
commercially, I say go for it. This is
all do-able.”
Disease resistance qualities should
be your guide in determining what
trees to plant, “that way from day one
there are some big problems that are
off your job list.”
Asian pears are the easiest to grow
in terms of producing a large, hefty,
saleable crop, he argued, “and have the
added virtue that they’re fast-growing,
you can be picking in as little as three
years. It took several years, but now
my farm market customers insist on
them.”
The key to Asian pears is they must
be left hanging on the tree until the
peak of ripeness, as they won’t ripen
off the tree.
“That’s why you’ll never taste a
good Asian pear in the grocery store.
The commercial food industry just by
reflex picks things too early and in
the case of Asian pears they never get
better,” he said.

Of pears in general, Canright recommended Potomac, Shenandoah as
easier to grow and resistant to pests
and disease.
Liberty apples are also high on the
disease resistance scale.
He cautioned that peaches should
not be at the top of your list of fruits
you want to grow, as it can be done
but is very challenging, fending off
disease.
“There is a brown rot that affects
peaches. I don’t have a picture because it gives me PTSD just to look
at it,” he joked, and cautioned, “with
organic peaches — even when you
are trying really hard — you can lose
50 percent of your crop to brown rot.
It has the nasty habit of appearing in
your customers’ homes after they’ve
paid money for them and brought them
home.”
“Plums also should not be at the
top of your list for the same disease,
brown rot,” Canright argued, stressing
to tread cautiously with peach and
plum trees.
In summing up his talk, he stressed
those who have worked their way
slowly into commercial organic fruit

production will want to consider purchasing a fruit sprayer and washer.
Canright got his setup, made in
Lancaster, Pa., some years ago for
$3,000.
He also noted with cosmetically
damaged or insect damaged fruit,
farmers in the Garden State can take
them to Bauman’s Family Fruit Butters near Quakertown, Pa.
“They will cook it down and make
it into apple sauce or apple butter,
peach butter, pear butter. You’ve got to
check with them on what the requirement is to bring, in terms of number
of bushels.”
He noted he worked with them to
produce 1,000 jars of applesauce from
his 2021 crop.
“You can sell these for $6 or $7 a
jar, so it’s a beautiful thing to do with
damaged fruit.”
While offering words of caution
to a group of committed organic vegetable growers who may wish to try
organic fruit production on a commercial scale, he ended with encouraging
words: “High quality, cosmetically
good-looking organic fruit is achievable. It just takes some work!”

type, fertilization trends, and yield
outcomes for specific crops. The database can be found within USDA’s
AgCROS system.
The FRST initiative is a large
collaborative project, led by scientists
from North Carolina State University,
Penn State University, the University
of Arkansas, and the University of
Kentucky, as well as ARS.
FRST involves approximately 40
states, including land grant partners,
public and private sector experts, and
multiple USDA agencies (ARS, Farm
Service Agency, and Natural Resources Conservation Service).
This project is also extremely important to USDA, because many historical fertilizer trials were supported
by USDA, indirectly or directly, and
their respective data represents a
societal investment that is now being
preserved.
The FRST team is currently focusing on developing an App with an on-

line interface to make it accessible to
a diverse set of end users and support
local, regional, and national efforts.

Eventually, the tool will be broadened to reach farmers, growers, scientists, and others internationally.

Continued from Page 6

you.
Scenario 1:In 2021-22 Marketing
Year (MY), the United States picks
up 175 million bushels of corn export
demand above the current March
2022 World Agricultural Supply and
Demand Estimates (WASDE) forecast produced by the USDA. This
would happen if Ukraine cannot
plant a portion of their ground.
Scenario 2: In 2021-22 MY, the
United States picks up 300 million
bushels of corn export demand
above the current March 2022 WASDE forecast. More Ukraine ground
would not be planted and there is a
bigger switch from corn to beans in
the United States.
Scenario 3: In 2021-22 MY, the
expected increase in export demand

Canright ...
Continued from Page 10

been out of my mind to sell it all,”
Canright said.
Due to frosts in 2020, the trees
were very well-rested, he said, so
they came back strong in 2021 from
not having used up all their energy
in 2020.
“Keeping up with the workload
in fruit production is significant,” he
cautioned, and suggested interested
farmers may wish to dip their toes into
fruit farming first while continuing
to raise healthy organic tomatoes that
can command $4 a pound.
Canright also grows some fairly
obscure pears, including European
pears, Anjous, Colette, Seckle and
Asian pears. Pears, he argued, are
one of the easiest fruits to grow organicically, “in terms of both pests
and disease.”
“You need to ask yourself: should
you grow organic fruit? It is more difficult and unforgiving than growing

Database ...
Continued from Page 8

important resources; so, there’s a longterm benefit to better fertilizer use
which is to improve the sustainability
of our resource management,” said
Kleinman. “There are different ecosystem services that can be impacted
by fertilizer decisions. For instance,
water quality, particularly accelerated
eutrophication (the biological enrichment of water bodies by nutrients) is
a long-standing concern that benefits
from improved fertilizer use.
“Sound fertilizer decisions are
good for farmers, consumers, and
society at-large.”
Data collected in this tool comes
from researchers across the United
States and includes phosphorous
and potassium levels, locations, soil
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Secretary Ben Carson and Attorney General William Barr toured Second Chances
Farm in September 2020 and participated in a roundtable discussion in Wilmington.
Photo courtesy U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development

farm. “And it worked (for a period).
There was a chance it wouldn’t work
at all, but it worked.”
But the business also struggled
with its goal to rescue ex-convicts with
offers of employment. The company
lost five of those employees by suicide
or drug overdose, George told WDEL
in a March 18 report.
“I did not anticipate the complexity
of it, that is my naivete,” he said. “I
was naïve in thinking that if I created
a for-profit business, that I could,
essentially by just providing them a
comfortable working environment,
and pay them well, and have a supporting group that I could absolutely

attack the problem in a holistic way.”
George, a former real estate developer in the Virgin Islands, and a
global collection of investors financed
the multi-million-dollar facility, taking advantage of the site’s location
within a federal Opportunity Zone,
an investment vehicle created by the
2017 Tax Cuts and Jobs Act. The zones
are designed to spur economic development and job creation in distressed
communities by providing tax benefits
to those who invest in them. Taxpayers
may defer tax on eligible capital gains
by investing in such a project.
Even as he was launching his
Wilmington facility, he also announced a $10 million hemp facility
nearby. New investments and locations were announced in PhiladelSee CLOSES
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your business going,” said Sarah
Hirsh, UME agriculture and natural
resources agent for Somerset County.
“We thought this would be a good way
to bring the ag community together
and talk about some important issues.”
Presentations ranging from grid
sampling, electrical conductivity
mapping, drone use, advances in spray
equipment, weed management and
cover crops all focused on increasing
production by improving on specific
issues.
“The world we live in now is dictating we need to change our approach to
things,” said Cole Thomas, representative for Simplot Grower Solutions who
discussed grid sampling and variable
rate application. “We’ve got to be a
little more targeted and a little more
practical in how we spend our money.”
Thomas said grid sampling can
create a clearer picture of the more
productive and less productive areas of
a field and which can be matched with
variable rate application technology..
Thomas said in most cases, using
and acting on grid sampling will cost
more than applying standard rate
across the field, but profitability often
rises with the better areas producing
more.
Another form of field mapping
is electrical conductivity sampling,
which Dr. Jarrod Milller, University
of Delaware Cooperative Extension
agronomist, has studied.
Through using either electrical
conductivity sensors or electromagnetic induction, soil EC sampling
measures the electrical current in
soil, which correlates very well with
several soil properties.
Soils prone to drought or excessive water will show variations in
soil texture that can be delineated
using soil electrical conductivity.
Since water-holding capacity is intimately linked to crop yields, there is
enormous potential to use soil electrical conductivity measurements to
delineate areas with different yield
potential.
Soil EC sampling also can delin-

Sarah Hirsh, University of Maryland Extension agriculture and natural resources agent for Somerset County, discusses targeted
uses of different cover crops at the Lower Shore Precision Agriculture Day on March 30 at the Somerset County Fairgrounds.
Photo by Sean Clougherty

eate differences in organic matter
content and cation exchange capacity.
Miller said it doesn’t take the place
of soil sampling, however.
“You don’t get away from taking
soil samples,” he said. “This tells you
when to sample further.”
Miller also discussed the various
types of drones he uses in research
trials, but emphasized the need for a
good agronomy background to get the
most out of any precision agricultural
tool.
“If you don’t have knowledge about
soils and drainage and high and low
production, these tools aren’t going to
help you as much,” he said.
Geno Lowe, a Hebron, Md. farmer
who attended the field day said with

input prices so high, any way growers
can maximize their efficiency this
year is worth considering.
“It’s just crazy what it’s going to
cost to grow a crop this year,” he said.
“You’ve got to put a pencil to it and
make it work.”
Weighing the costs and benefits
of any precision ag tool is key in that
consideration, added Lowe.
“You’ve got to wrap your head
around it,” he said. “Is it going to pay
for itself?”
Aside from new equipment, a precision ag mindset can carry over into
agronomic practices like cover crops
and weed management, Extension
staff said.
Hirsh said different cover crops can

be targeted to address a specific issue
like compaction, weeds or nutrient
management.
“We’re trying to be specific about
the species and think about it in a
precision agriculture type of way,”
she said.
Dr. Kurt Vollmer, UME weed management specialist, spoke similarly
about weed control.
With some chemical products anticipated to be in short supply, Vollmer
said it’s even more importat to follow
the “3Rs” of good weed management
— using the right herbicide, at the
right rate and at the right time — because no one product will do it all.
“There are no silver bullets when it
comes to herbicides,” he said.
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agency’s monthly expenses by $71
million because of rising food, fuel
and shipping costs, he said. That will
total $850 million for a year and mean
that there will be “4 million less people we’ll be able to reach.”
Beasley said the World Food Program is reaching about a million
people inside Ukraine with food now,
and will reach 2.5 million over the
next four weeks, 4 million by the end
of May and hopefully 6 million by the

Closes ...
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phia, Chicago and Las Vegas — a
whirlwind expansion that began when
the Trump administration included
Second Chances in a 72-page report
in 2020 about the Opportunity Zones
program.
“It felt very noble to me,” Dobson
said. “I felt like I was serving a higher
purpose, if you will.”
But as the farm struggled to sustain
itself, debt mounted, sparking lawsuits
from contractors, and the facility opted to shutter.
Generally, the pandemic was a
boon for vertical farms, said Joel L.
Cuello, a biosystems engineering professor at the University of Arizona and
vice chair of the Association for Vertical Farming based in Munich. But
the success of such farms was entirely
dependent on their business model.
If a vertical farm was servicing the
retail market, it likely did well. Farms
focused on restaurants, unsurprisingly,
did less well.
“I’m saddened that (Second Chances) went belly up, but I’m hopeful that
they can regroup and reopen,” he said.
“I really love the vision and the basis
for that business. … But it’s a business
and it has to be made economically
sustainable.”
George told WHYY, a Philadelphia
radio station, that Second Chances is
technically still operating though on a
much smaller scale. Several employees
are working at a small hydroponic
farm in New Castle where the concept
will continue and hopefully rebuild by
returning its focus to restaurants and
other large buyers.
“We’re not closing. We’re not shutting down the idea,” George said. “So
the farm will continue in multiple
iterations. It just will not be doing the
farm-to-table program anymore.”

Be sure to ‘like’
us on our
Facebook page!

end of June.
The price tag is about $500 million
for the first three months and “we are
short by about $300 million so we’re
going to need to step up,” he said.
Beasley warned that focusing on
Ukraine should not lead the international community to neglect of Africa,
especially the Sahel, and the Middle
East, because “otherwise, you’ll have
massive migration” coming to all parts
of Europe.
“If we end the conflict, address the
needs, we can avoid famine, destabilization of nations and mass migration,”
he said. “But if we don’t, the world
will pay a mighty price and the last
thing we want to do as the World Food

Program is taking food from hungry
children to give to starving children.”
U.S. Deputy Secretary of State
Wendy Sherman said that “President
(Vladimir) Putin’s war of choice” is
responsible for damaging global food
security.
“Russia has bombed at least three
civilian ships carrying goods from
Black Sea ports to the rest of the
world, including one chartered by an
agribusiness company,” she said. “The
Russian navy is blocking access to
Ukraine’s ports, essentially cutting off
exports of grain.”
“They are reportedly preventing
approximately 94 ships carrying food
for the world market from reaching

19

the Mediterranean,” Sherman said,
adding that many shipping companies
are hesitating to send vessels into the
Black Sea, even to Russian ports.
As Russia “chokes off Ukrainian
exports,” food prices are skyrocketing,
with wheat prices rising between 20%
and 50% so far this year, she said.
“We are particularly concerned
about countries like Lebanon, Pakistan, Libya, Tunisia, Yemen and Morocco which rely heavily on Ukrainian
imports to feed their population,”
Sherman said.
Russia’s U.N. ambassador, Vassily
Nebenzia, retorted that the Russian
military is “posing no threat to the
freedom of civilian navigation.”
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Foiled again
I swear, sometimes I think a
lobotomized Suffolk sheep has more
brains than our public servants.
Have you seen the Forest Service
latest answer to saving our national
forests?
While the KNP Complex fire in
California was raging out of control
it burned and killed 20% of the
world’s old growth Sequoia trees.
As the fire got close to one of the
world’s oldest trees, a tree called
General Sherman, the U.S. Forest
Service knew exactly what to do and
raced into action.

DOVER, Del. — By The Propel
Center, an innovation and learning hub
committed to advancing equity in education for Historically Black Colleges
and Universities, has selected Delaware
State University to be among 15 institutions to collectively share $3 million for
student and research-centered projects.
The university has been awarded a
grant of $300,000 that will support its
Vertical Agriculture and Sustainable

They wrapped the base of General
Sherman in aluminum foil to protect
it from the flames. So now instead
of managing our forests properly I

suppose USFS stands at the ready
with tin foil in hand to save our
forests.
The way our national forests have
been burning every summer and
autumn you might want to buy stock
in Reynold’s Wrap® before next fire
season.
The insanity is everywhere.
I live on the edge of a state park
where greenies ride their electric
bikes with wheels about the same
size as those on the old Honda 90s
that environmentalists got banned
from the same trails.

Funny thing is, those electric
bikes with their oversized tires
make the same ruts as the fossil
fuel powered Honda 90s did but
the Honda 90 riders were seen as
despoilers of Mother Earth while the
bike riders are seen as green because
their bikes run on batteries instead of
fossil fuel.
Sometimes I wonder what we’re
gonna do with all those batteries
when they go deader than a roadkill

Urban Ecosystems project.
The university will use the grant
funding to develop a vertical farm
to positively impact produce supply
chain and sustainable urban agriculture in underserved communities. The
vertical farm will employ innovative
programming in areas such as plant
genomics, precision agriculture, as
well as the emerging technologies of
artificial intelligence, data science, and

machine learning.
DSU President Tony Allen said the
University is well-positioned for such
agri-tech research.
“Our College of Agriculture, Sciences and Technology not only has the
expertise between the life sciences and
agriculture, but they are merging those
disciplines with unique business opportunities that could have material effect
on many low-resource communities,”

he said. “At Delaware State University,
we have high bars for our own sense
of excellence and support. We expect
the same from our partners. Propel,
and its founders Apple and Southern
Company, have been strong examples.”
Dr. Charles Gibbs, President of the
HBCU Consortium, Propel Center,
said Delaware State University’s proposal stood apart from over 50 research
proposal that were received.

program is May 2. Applications also
are permitted via Grants.gov and must
be received by 11:59 p.m. Eastern time
on April 25.
Questions regarding the USDA-VAPG can be addressed to the Maryland/
Delaware Office of USDA-Rural
Development at 302-857-3629 or
visit USDA’s website for more information.

Applicants seeking to receive a
commitment of matching funds from
MARBIDCO must submit applications at least two weeks prior to the
federal submission deadline.
The deadline for hand delivered or
emailed submissions is Monday, April
11, , at 12:59 p.m. (or, by mail, postmarked no later than April 7).
Electronic submissions can be sent

to dsweeney@marbidco.org.
Visit the MARBIDCO website for
more information and to download the
MVAPMG application form: http://
www.marbidco.org.
Questions about the MVAPMG
may also be directed to Daniel Sweeney, MARBIDCO Financial Programs
Specialist, at 410-267-6807 or dsweeney@marbidco.org.

continue to integrate virtual engagement in the work we do even as we
move beyond acute impacts associated
with the pandemic.
Rurality, large geographic expanses, expenses associated with childcare
and transportation make virtual options for gathering an ongoing need
for engaging women in agriculture.  
The guide brings everything together in profiles of work done by
partner organizations in the agri-

cultural and natural resources field
including Elizabeth Lillard, Women
in Conservation Leadership, National
Wildlife Federation; Maggie Norton,
Practical Farmers of Iowa; Caitlin Joseph and Ashley Brucker (also authors
of this guide), Women for the Land
Initiative at American Farmland Trust;
Cayla Bendel and Kim Cole, Pheasants Forever; Jean Eells, E Resources
Group, LLC; Lisa Kivirist, formerly
with In Her Boots, a program of the

Midwest Organic Sustainable Education Service; Wren Almitra, Women
Food and Agriculture Network and
Women, Land and Legacy
To access the guide, download or
order a free print copy of Reaching
Women in Agriculture at https://sare.
org/reaching-women or call 301-7791007. Reaching Women in Agriculture is available in quantity for free
to educators for use in educational
workshops, classes or tours.

Bruen also predicted that other
world leaders may follow Putin’s lead
in the future and challenge peacekeeping conventions, as well as break rules
they find “no longer convenient.”
Such transgressions ultimately
would cause turmoil to global markets
similar to that seen in the wake of the
Ukrainian conflict.
“I encourage all of you to step back
with your teams and really look hard at
what other vulnerabilities exist in your
supply chain, in your sales,” Bruen
advised. “Risk has gone regular ... and
you, your teams and your suppliers
need to develop an agility and an adaptiveness to be able to move through the
storms and amidst the uncertainty.”
Nigh spoke about the economic
uncertainty that has been brought on
by the ongoing war between two of
the world’s largest grain-producing
countries.

Russia and Ukraine combined grow
nearly one-third of the world’s wheat
supply, and Ukraine is the fourth-largest and seventh-largest exporter in the
world for corn and soybeans, respectively.
Nigh explained the bulk of Russia’s military activity is occurring in
Ukraine’s most agricultural regions,
and is halting production.
As a result, national corn production
is expected to decrease by 37 percent,
and wheat production is projected to
drop 40 percent from 2021.
The decreased output — and Russia limiting exports to countries it has
deemed unfriendly to its cause — is
contributing to extreme volatility in
global grain markets.
“Markets are trying to figure out
how much product is going to be out
there, when it’s going to be available,
and they’re trying desperately to price

wheat, corn and other products,” Nigh
said. “It’s all dependent on a calendar.
Russian and Ukrainian wheat was
sown last fall in September and October, and we’re looking at a harvest on
a normal calendar of July and August.
But a lot is going to happen between
now and July and August.”
Nigh added that rising fertilizer
costs also are affecting American
farmers, noting that Russia is the
world’s largest exporter of nitrogen and
third-largest exporter of phosphate and
potassium.
The unavailability of these critical
components are adding to already-elevated fertilizer costs in the U.S., thus
adding to farmers’ input costs.
Those elevated input costs, Nigh
concluded, are contributing to inflation
on the cost of food, which is up 4.3
percent from the year-to-date average
in 2021.

IT’S THE
PITTS
By LEE PITTS

See PITTS
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Propel Center announces $300,000 impact grant to DSU
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that is selected to receive USDA-VAPG funding.    
The application submission deadline for the national USDA-VAPG

Guide ...
Continued from Page 14

the efforts of our partners to engage
women in agriculture under the social
distancing requirements associated
with the COVID-19 pandemic.
This work will continues be critically important for outreach as we

Impact ...
Continued from Front Page

Agriculture and Consumer Services
and the Virginia Tech Department of
Agricultural and Applied Economics.
Bruen, former White House director of global engagement during the
Obama administration, opened the
discussion by addressing Russian President Vladimir Putin’s possible reasons
for the invasion.
Bruen theorized two motives were
at play — to create global division and
destabilization.
He said the Russian invasion is a
“challenge to the Old World order,”
which centers on America serving as
the “guarantor of stability and security” globally.
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armadillo and start oozing whatever
it is that ruins countless alarm clocks
and flashlights?
I suppose we could just stack all
those old batteries next to all the
spent uranium 235 nuclear rods we
have no idea what to do with which
have a radioactive half-life of only
700 million years.
There is yet another nearby state
park where I frequently walk where
the trails are cluttered with trees that
blew down in a violent windstorm
years ago.
After the windstorm park
employees cut the trees into 30 inch
lengths and then just left them there
to rot.
An acquaintance loaded up one
of these chunks in his pickup that
he intended to use as a base for his
anvil.
On his way out of the park he was
pulled over by a park cop and given
a ticket and a hefty fine and was
told to put the wood back where he
picked it up.
On my last walk I noticed that
chunk of wood is still decomposing
and providing a nice home for bugs
and termites which emit carbon and
contribute to climate change.
In my county you have to get a
permit to cut down a tree on your
own property even if it’s a pine tree
slowly turning brown because the
bark beetles are trying to kill them
all.
Because few people want to
go through the hassle of getting a
permit, not to mention paying for
one, there are far too many rotting
trees which just attract more beetles
and all the deadfall will serve
as kindling for the next massive
wildfire to decimate western forests.
In yet another move to save our
forests the National Park Service has
made it illegal to climb on any tree
in all U.S. national parks.
Many state parks and several
municipalities have also banned tree
climbing even though I’ve yet to
hear of a single tree dying due to an
adolescent tree climber.
We’re doing all these ridiculous
things in the name of climate change
and to reduce the amount of CO2
in the air, you know that stuff that
every human on earth expels all day,
every day for the duration of their
life? You know, CO2, that stuff that
plants need in order to grow?
While our government is busy
devising new ways to tax and
regulate everyone’s carbon footprint
to prevent the temperature of the
earth from going higher, or lower,
one or two degrees, (like it has done
countless times in the history of the
earth) there is a simpler solution.
If everyone would just stop
breathing for four minutes the cancer
that is humanity would be cured
instantaneously.
But don’t forget to wrap yourself
in tin foil or your dead body could
still emit carbon as you decay.

Andy Highland
New Midway, Md.
73, 29, 0.30, trace

Bill Grantham
Kearneysville, W.Va.
75, 17, 0.57, 0.00

MAEF Headquarters
Havre de Grace
61, 23, 0.47, 0.00

Henry Bergfelter
Vernon, Del.
69, 23, 0.10, 0.00

Bruce Bradley
Huntingtown, Md.
72, 26, 0.12, 0.00

Allen Beachy
Lincoln, Del.
72, 20, 0.05, 0.00

Richard Colburn
Cambridge, Md.
71, 26, 0.10, trace

Kevin George
Easton, Md.
70, 27, 0.15, 0.00

(Key: Reports, in order, are: High temperature; Low temperature; Rain and Snow totals for the week)
High and low temperatures are reported in degrees measured in Fahrenheit.
Precipitation measurements are reported in inches fallen for the given week.

Next reports due on
Friday, April 8 (by 10 a.m.).

2022 PHOTO CONTEST ENTRY

Exports ...
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Tyler Hawes holds 6-month-old daughter Ellis as they admire Ellis’s first heifer,
Lilly, at Madison Farm in Shawsville, Va. Ellis will carry on the tradition of
family farming as the farm has been in the same family since 1779.
(Photo submitted by Heidi Harry)
Send ag-related photos to The Delmarva Farmer Photo Contest, Attn: “DF PHOTO CONTEST
2022,” P.O. Box 2026 Easton, MD 21601, or e-mail them to editorial@americanfarm.com. (in
a .JPG or .EPS format) with “DF PHOTO CONTEST 2022” in the subject line. Please identify
people and animals in photos, and include photographer’s name and where photos were taken.
Winner will be chosen at the end of the year and receive a $100 check in a child’s name of his/
her choice.

products in the world.
“We saw gains in China, Mexico,
Canada, South Korea, the Philippines
and Columbia — all setting new records
in those markets,” she said. “And when
I think about Virginia’s strong agricultural exports, like soybeans, soybean
oil, wood products, tobacco, just to
name a few. Virginia really supports
this effort we’re really doing” to boost
farm exports.
Looking ahead, Bronaugh noted that
U.S. farm exports to Southeast Asia
have grown to 10% of all sales over
the past decade. And with population
expected to boom in Africa in the next
few years, she said, farmers and agribusinesses should turn their sights to
those markets.
In pre-recorded remarks to the
conference, VFBF President Wayne F.
Pryor noted that the Office of the U.S.
Trade Representative’s 2022 annual
report to Congress put an emphasis
on expanding ag exports. “The Trade
Policy Agenda also acknowledges the
profound importance of maintaining
a U.S.-China trade relationship. And it
recognizes that our respective countries
can flourish as both trade partners and
competitors. It also asserts that any
competition must be fair,” Pryor said.
“For Virginia ag trade to remain
viable and profitable, we need a global
system that enforces environmental
standards and ensures that regulations
are predictable and science-based.”
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AUCTIONS

WYTHE COUNTY
LIVESTOCK AUCTION
WYTHE, VA
MARCH 24 2022
Feeder Steers Medium and
Large 1
200- 300
160.00
300- 400
168.00
400- 500
172.00
500- 600
165.00
600- 700 155.00-157.00
700- 800
149.00
800- 900 135.00-143.00
900-1000
135.00
Feeder Steers Medium and
Large 2
200- 300 147.00-155.00
300- 400 135.00-145.00
400- 500
172.50
500- 600
168.00
600- 700
155.00
Feeder Holstein Steers
11 head
Feeder Holstein Steers
Large 2-3
300- 400 102.00-112.00
400- 500
92.00
500- 600 93.00-100.00
800- 900
70.00
Feeder Heifers
88 head
Feeder Heifers Medium and
Large 1
200- 300
132.00
300- 400 140.00-144.00
400- 500 136.00-146.00
500- 600 131.00-140.00
600- 700 118.00-132.00
700- 800
117.00
Feeder Heifers Medium and
Large 2
200- 300
127.00
300- 400 131.00-150.00
400- 500 130.00-148.00
500- 600 131.00-137.00
600- 700
127.00
700- 800
114.00
Feeder Bulls 55 head
Feeder Bulls Medium and
Large 1
300- 400
153.00
400- 500 145.00-150.00
500- 600 135.00-150.00
600- 700 132.00-141.00
700- 800
111.00
Feeder Bulls Medium and
Large 2
300- 400 142.00-145.00
400- 500 142.00-155.00
500- 600 133.00-135.00
600- 700 111.00-140.00
Slaughter Cattle
117 head
Slaughter Cows
93 head
Slaughter Cows Breaker
75-80% Lean
850-1200 55.00-75.00
1200-1600 78.00-86.00
Slaughter Cows Breaker
High Yielding
1200-1600 101.00-106.00
Slaughter Cows Boner
80-85% Lean
800-1200 92.00-93.00
1200-2000 87.00-90.00
Slaughter Cows Boner High
Yielding
1200-2000 97.00-102.00
Slaughter Cows Lean 8590% Lean
750- 850 45.00-52.00
850-1200 51.00-72.00
Slaughter Bulls
24 head
Slaughter Bulls
YG 1-2
1000-1500 103.00-116.00

1500-2500 106.00-120.00
Slaughter Bulls High Yielding
1000-1500 118.00-121.00
1500-2500 127.00-134.00
Cows Returned To Farm 14
head
Medium and Large 1, 2-9
years old
840-1480 850.00-1175.00
per head
Cows With Calves At Side 3
pair
Medium and Large 1, 3-8
years old with calves 25-200
lbs
625-1000 775.00-1125.00
per pair
Calves Returned To Farm
7 head
Holstein Bulls
70- 100 30.00-47.00 per
head

Lean
850-1200 54.00-55.00
Slaughter Bulls
4 head
Slaughter Bulls
YG 1-2
1000-1500 89.00-100.00
1500-2500 105.00-111.00

300- 400 101.00-103.00
500- 600
95.00
900-1000
107.00
1000-1100
106.00
Feeder Heifers 300 head
Feeder Heifers Medium and
Large 1
200- 300 157.00-170.00
300- 400 140.00-172.00
400- 500 142.00-167.00
500- 600 130.00-160.00
600- 700 128.00-144.00
700- 800 95.00-122.00
800- 900 97.00-107.00
Feeder Heifers Medium and
Large 2
200- 300 148.00-150.00
300- 400 140.00-168.00
400- 500 146.00-169.00
500- 600 110.00-152.00
600- 700 101.00-128.00
700- 800
100.00
800- 900 84.00-89.00
Feeder Bulls 100 head
Feeder Bulls Medium and
Large 1
200- 300
150.00
300- 400
170.00
400- 500 157.50-180.00
500- 600 158.00-176.00
600- 700 124.00-161.00
700- 800
110.00
800- 900
100.00
900-1000
100.00
Feeder Bulls Medium and
Large 2
400- 500
179.00
500- 600
124.00
600- 700
116.00
700- 800
115.00
Slaughter Cattle 225 head
Slaughter Cows 200 head
Slaughter Cows Breaker 75-

80% Lean
850-1200 65.00-79.00
1200-1600 81.00-90.00
Slaughter Cows Breaker High
Yielding
1200-1600 93.50-96.00
Slaughter Cows Boner
80-85% Lean
800-1200 76.00-82.00
1200-2000 81.00-85.00
Slaughter Cows Boner High
Yielding
1200-2000 91.00-95.00
Slaughter Cows Lean
85-90% Lean
750- 850 42.00-57.00
850-1200 53.00-73.00
Slaughter Bulls
25 head
Slaughter Bulls
YG 1-2
1000-1500 91.00-104.00
1500-2500 92.00-112.00
Slaughter Bulls
High Yielding
1000-1500 121.00-125.00
1500-2500 119.00-125.00
Cows Returned To Farm 5
head
Medium and Large 1, 2-6
years old
1120-1485 670.00-1200.00
per head
Cows With Calves At Side 9
pair
Medium and Large 1, 4-10
years old with calves 50-275
lbs
900-1300 670.00-1700.00
per pair

WINCHESTER
LIVESTOCK AUCTION
WINCHESTER, VA
MARCH 28 2022

Feeder Steers Medium and
Large 1
Head Wt Range Avg Wt
Price Range Avg Price
ABINGDON TRI STATE
4 383
383
193.00
193.00
LIVESTOCK
7 400-436 431 175.00AUCTION
190.00 188.01
ABINGDON, VA
4 408
408 $178.00$
MARCH 25, 2022
178.00
23 484-495 485 155.00187.00 183.61
Feeder Cattle 656 head
38 537-547 546 154.00Feeder Steers 250 head
190.00 187.21
Feeder Steers Medium and
7 568
568 $187.00$
Large 1
187.00
200- 300 177.50-200.00
34 648
648
169.00
300- 400 187.50-202.00
169.00
400- 500 180.00-190.00
STAUNTON
16 615
615
500- 600 174.00-192.00
$195.00$
195.00
LIVESTOCK AUCTION 600- 700 126.00-174.00
2 665-685 675 165.00700- 800 129.00-131.00
STAUNTON, VA
170.00 167.46
800- 900
118.00
MARCH 25 2022
15 661-665 663
900-1000
106.00
$165.00-177.00$ 171.38
1000-1100
115.00
10 703
703
Feeder Cattle
Feeder Steers Medium and
$170.50$
170.50
1034 head
Large 2
12
753-785
756 148.00Feeder Steers
200- 300 140.00-157.50
152.00 151.65
517 head
300- 400 131.00-195.00
10 797
797
Feeder Steers Medium and
400- 500 148.00-190.00
$157.50$
157.50
Large 1
500- 600 130.00-168.00
28 850-891 867 138.00300- 400 185.00-205.00
600- 700
168.00
144.00 142.60
400- 500 165.00-205.00
700- 800
112.00
16 892
892
500- 600 165.00-207.00
1000-1100
115.00
$147.50$
147.50
600- 700 162.00-183.00
Feeder Holstein Steers 6
Feeder Steers Medium and
700- 800 152.00-160.50
head
Large 1-2
800- 900 133.00-143.50
Feeder Holstein Steers Large
Head Wt Range Avg Wt
Feeder Steers Medium and
2-3
Price Range Avg Price
Large 2
9 378
378 *203.00*
300- 400 171.00-197.00
203.00
400- 500 164.00-205.00
16 485
485
500- 600 160.00-188.00
*211.00*
211.00
600- 700 158.00-179.00
25 532
532
Feeder Heifers 450 head
$197.00$
197.00
Feeder Heifers Medium and
Commodity
Price Basis
Commodity
Price Basis
22 569
569
Large 1
*194.00*
194.00
300- 400
151.00
585
400- 500 146.00-155.00
Scoular - Windsor, VA
Kalmbach Feeds - Shippensburg, PA 30 585
$190.00$
190.00
500- 600 146.00-155.00
Soybeans
$16.19 25.00
Corn
$6.54
-30.00
17 611
611
600- 700 135.00-156.50
$172.00$
172.00
700- 800 133.00-136.50
663
800- 900
110.00
Laurel Grain Company - Laurel, DE
Associated Grain, Inc. - Exmore, VA 44 663
*186.50*
186.50
Feeder Heifers Medium and
Soybeans
$15.29 -65.00
Corn
$5.28
0.00
26 792
792
Large 2
Wheat
$8.95 -100.00
$147.00$
147.00
300- 400 151.00-153.00
PA Grain Processing, Clearfield, PA
Feeder Steers Medium and
400- 500 136.00-147.00
Large 2
500- 600 130.00-152.00
Corn
$7.72
30.00
Smithfield Grain- East - Waverly, VA
Head Wt Range Avg Wt
600- 700 130.00-145.50
Corn
$7.58 30.00
Price Range Avg Price
700- 800 117.00-135.00
The Mennel Milling Co - West Point, VA 1 345
Wheat
$7.98 70.00
345
165.00
Feeder Bulls 67 head
Corn
$6.64
-20.00
165.00
Feeder Bulls Medium and
3 368-385 374 156.00Large 1
Soybeans
$13.73
-40.00
Triple-M-Farms - Lebanon, PA
169.00 164.54
300- 400 177.00-193.00
Wheat
$9.77
-30.00
Corn
$6.14 -100.00
10 431
431
192.00
400- 500 157.00-162.00
192.00
500- 600 150.00-157.00
Soybeans
$15.59 . -95.00
470
160.00
600- 700
153.00
Augusta Farmers Coop- Weyers Cave, VA 2 470
160.00
Feeder Bulls Medium and
Soybeans
$15.63
0.00
Cargill US - Harrisonburg, VA
3 520
520
180.50
Large 2
Corn
$6.26 0.00
180.50
300- 400
191.00
Corn
$7.45 . 0.00
15 550
550
169.00
400- 500 151.00-170.00
169.00
Slaughter Cattle
21 636
636
175.50
33 head
175.50
Slaughter Cows
10 722
722
152.00
29 head
152.00
Slaughter Cows Breaker
Broiler growers in the United States weekly program placed Feeder Steers Medium and
75-80% Lean
Large 3
850-1200 80.00-99.00
187 million chicks for meat production during the week ending Head Wt Range Avg Wt
1200-1600 84.00-95.00
Price Range Avg Price
Slaughter Cows Breaker High
March 26, 2022 up slightly from a year ago. Cumulative
1 480
480
140.00
Yielding
140.00
1200-1600 94.00-105.00
placements from the week ending January 8, 2022 through
1 625
625
135.00
Slaughter Cows Boner
135.00
80-85% Lean
March 26, 2022 for the United States were 2.23 billion
Feeder Heifers Medium and
800-1200 82.00-92.00
Large 1
Cumulative placements were down slightly from the same
1200-2000 77.00-90.00
Head Wt Range Avg Wt
Slaughter Cows Lean 85-90%
period a year earlier.
Price Range Avg Price
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AUCTIONS
3 345
345
148.00
148.00
8 381
381
153.00
153.00
33 420-426 426 146.00152.50 152.11
14 471-488 473 125.00152.00 148.02
5 540-542 541 138.00143.00 140.00
50 562
562
147.00
147.00
26 651
651
132.00
132.00
44 737-747 742 124.50128.00 126.24
24 706-707 706
$136.00-140.00$ 137.67
36 760
760
$133.00$
133.00
3 810-835 827 111.00125.00 120.43
8 836
836
$127.25$
127.25
Feeder Heifers Medium and
Large 1-2
Head Wt Range Avg Wt
Price Range Avg Price
12 396
396
*166.00*
166.00
39 516
516
*160.50*
160.50
17 622
622
*156.50*
156.50
35 743
743
$129.00$
129.00
10 754
754
$120.00$
120.00
Feeder Heifers Medium and
Large 2
Head Wt Range Avg Wt
Price Range Avg Price
1 320
320
144.00
144.00
4 375
375
156.00
156.00
8 431
431
153.00
153.00
14 479
479
156.50
156.50
21 544
544
146.00
146.00
1 560
560
135.00
135.00
1 645
645
129.00
129.00
6 644
644
$120.00$
120.00
4 658
658
133.00
133.00
12 716
716
123.50
123.50
1 750
750
125.00
125.00
2 800
800 115.00117.00 116.00
Feeder Heifers Medium and
Large 3
Head Wt Range Avg Wt
Price Range Avg Price
7 366
366
139.00
139.00
12 435
435
146.00
146.00
12 542
542
127.00
127.00
2 625
625
130.00
130.00
1 735
735
109.00
109.00
Feeder Bulls Medium and
Large 1
Head Wt Range Avg Wt
Price Range Avg Price
1 325
325
150.00
150.00
9 369
369
179.00
179.00
9 424
424
185.00
185.00
13 465-480 474 170.00180.00 178.99

26 525-542 541
159.00
159.00
1 585
585
145.00
145.00
4 639
639
147.00
147.00
5 820-829 827 118.00120.00 119.60
Feeder Bulls Medium and
Large 2
Head Wt Range Avg Wt
Price Range Avg Price
2 345
345
181.00
181.00
2 385
385
178.00
178.00
21 421-430 422 136.00185.00 181.94
7 484
484
179.00
179.00
13 548
548
155.00
155.00
3 578-585 580 99.00131.00 109.75
2 635
635
150.00
150.00
1 650
650
92.50
92.50
2 733
733
112.00
112.00
1 770
770
113.00
113.00
1 845
845
125.00
125.00
Feeder Bulls Medium and
Large 3
Head Wt Range Avg Wt
Price Range Avg Price
2 380
380
136.00
136.00
7 456
456
165.00
165.00
2 538
538
121.00
121.00
5 622
622
120.00
120.00
Winchester VA Livestock
Auction
Weekly Auction for Mon Mar
28, 2022
All prices per hundredweight
unless otherwise stated
Slaughter Cattle
82 head
Slaughter Cows
69 head
Slaughter Cows Breaker 7580% Lean
850-1200 72.00-90.00
Slaughter Cows Boner 8085% Lean
800-1200 48.00-71.00
Slaughter Cows Lean 85-90%
Lean
850-1200 73.00-83.00
Slaughter Bulls
13 head
Slaughter Bulls
YG 1-2
1500-2500 97.00-107.00
Cows Returned To Farm
42 head
Medium and Large 1-2, few
3, 2-9 months bred
760-1590 400.00-1400.00
per head
Cows With Calves At Side
11 pair
Medium and Large
1-2, few 3 with calves under
350 lbs 795-1210 725.001500.00 per pair

GREENCASTLE
LIVESTOCK AUCTION
GREENCASTLE, PA
MARCH 28 2022

Slaughter Steers:
High Choice and Prime 2-3
1444-1714 lbs lbs 148.00152.00.
Choice 2-3
1350-1676 lbs 143.00144.00.
Select 2-3
1178-1258 lbs 131.00134.00.
Slaughter Holstein Steers:
High Choice and Prime 2-3
1384-1608 lbs 127.00136.00.
Choice 2-3
1426-1460 lbs 118.00122.00.
Select 2-3 1184 lbs 113.00.
Slaughter Heifers:
High Choice and Prime 2-3
1356-1576 lbs 138.00154.00.
Choice 2-3
1152-1446 lbs 123.00134.00.
Slaughter Cows:
Premium White
65-75
102.00-105.00
Breakers
75-80
87.00-97.00
98.00-103.00
Boners
80-85
80.00-94.00
94.00-104.00
Lean
85-90
63.00-76.00
79.00-88.00
41.00-52.00
Slaughter Bulls: Yield Grade
1
1136-2270 lbs 94.00-109.00.
High Dress
1740-2004 lbs 110.00117.00.
Low Dress 2684 lbs 70.00.
Feeder Cattle: All prices per
cwt.
Steers: Medium and Large 1
406 lbs 141.00; 864 lbs
130.00.
Medium and Large 2
309 lbs147.50; 522 lbs
136.00.
Holstein Steers: Large 3
214-260 lbs 110.00-122.50;
360-396 lbs 105.00-140.00;
404 lbs 93.00;
788-812 lbs 100.00-103.00;
867-952 lbs 100.00-107.00;
1168 lbs 107.00.
Heifers: Medium and Large
1
192 lbs 165.00;
270 lbs 150.00;
379 lbs 145.00;
413-474 lbs 134.00-155.00;
574-648 lbs 127.50-131.00;
650-708 lbs 127.50-135.00.
Bulls: Medium and Large 1
430-484 lbs 132.00-147.50;
554-582 lbs 125.00-142.50;
611 lbs 139.00.
Return to Farm Calves:
Compared to last week holstein bull calves sold
5.00-10.00 higher. All prices
per cwt.
Holstein Bull Calves: Number 1
96-120 lbs 200.00-240.00;
84-94 lbs 130.00-235.00.
Number 2
96-120 lbs 150.00-195.00;
84-94 lbs 145.00-180.00.
Number 3
78-120 lbs 50.00-135.00.
Utility 70-100 lbs 5.0010.00.
Holstein Heifer Calves:
80-100 lbs 80.00-100.00.
Beef Type Calves Bulls/

Heifers:
80-100 lbs 240.00-305.00.
Slaughter Hogs: No Market
Test.
Feeder Pigs: No Market Test.
Slaughter Sheep: All Prices
per cwt.
Lambs: Choice 1-3
4060 lbs 375.00-405.00;
60-80 lbs 320.00-395.00;
80-100 lbs 285.00-290.00.
Yearlings: No Market Test.
Ewes: Good 1-3
100-200 lbs 120.00-165.00.
Utility: 100-200 lbs 50.00.
Rams: 100-200 lbs 160.00225.00.
Slaughter Goats: All Prices
per head.
Kids: Selection 1
20-40 lbs 90.00-150.00;
40-60 lbs 185.00-265.00;
60-80 lbs 265.00-285.00.
Selection 2
40-60 lbs 150.00.
Nannies: Selection 1
80-130 lbs 235.00-245.00.
Selection 2
80-130 lbs 145.00-190.00.
Billies: Selection 1
150-250 lbs 380.00-450.00.
Selection 2
100-150 lbs 185.00.
Wethers: Selection 1
100-150 lbs 305.00;
150-250 lbs 400.00.
Selection 2
100-150 lbs 135.00-215.00;
150-250 lbs 390.00.

DEWART LIVESTOCK
AUCTION
DEWART, PA
MARCH 28, 2022
Slaughter Cattle:
Slaughter Steers: No Market
Test.
Slaughter Holsteins: No
Market Test.
Slaughter Heifers: No Market Test
Slaughter Cows:
Premium White
65-75
91.00-97.00
Breakers
75-80
76.00-84.00
Boners
80-85
66.00-76.00
Lean
85-90
55.00-66.00
45.00-51.00
Slaughter Bulls: Yield Grade
1
1020-1812 lbs 83.00-109.00.
High Dress
1414-1670 lbs 112.00139.00.
Feeder Cattle: Sold by the
cwt.
Feeder Steers:
Medium and Large 1
400-600 lbs 127.50;
850-900 lbs 110.00.
Medium and Large 2
500-550 lbs 107.50.
Feeder Holsteins: Large 3
700-800 lbs 70.00-85.00.
Feeder Heifers: Medium and
Large 1
200-300 lbs 110.00-122.50;
300-400 lbs 110.00-122.50;
600-650 lbs 120.00.
Medium and Large 2
700-800 lbs 78.00-90.00.
Feeder Bulls: Medium and
Large 1
300-350 lbs 150.00; 600-650
lbs 120.00.

Medium and Large 2
800-1000 lbs 75.00-90.00.
Holstein Bull Calves:
Compared to last weeks sale
holstein bull calves sold
5.00-10.00 lower. Calves sold
by cwt.
Holstein Bull Calves:
Number 1
96-120 lbs 185.00-225.00;
84-94 lbs 185.00-215.00.
Number 2
96-120 lbs 150.00-180.00;
84-94 lbs 120.00-165.00.
Number 3
80-120 lbs 30.00-70.00.
Utility
80-120 lbs 5.00-10.00.
Holstein Heifer Calves:
Number 1
78-96 lbs 85.00-100.00.
Number 2
70-96 lbs 20.00-50.00.
Beef Bull Calves:
86-120 lbs 270.00-450.00.
Angus/Holstein Cross:
80-120 lbs 195.00-285.00.
Feeder Pigs: Sold by the head.
No Market Test.
Slaughter Hogs: Sold by the
cwt.
Slaughter Hogs: No Market
Test.
Roasters: No Market Test.
Sows: 472 lbs 60.00.
Utility: No Market Test.
Boars: No Market Test.
Sheep and Lambs: Sold by
the cwt.
Lambs: Choice 1-3
20-40 lbs 370.00;
40-60 lbs 360.00-395.00;
60-80 lbs 285.00-397.50;
80-100 lbs 280.00-295.00.
Yearlings: No Market Test.
Ewes:
100-200 lbs 140.00-150.00.
Rams:
154-160 lbs 140.00-155.00.
Goats: Sold by the head with
actual weights.
Kids: Selection 1
20-40 lbs 170.00; 40-60 lbs
215.00.
Nannies: No Market Test.
Billies: Selection 1
100-150 lbs 265.00.
Wethers: No Market Test.

DILLS LIVESTOCK
AUCTION
DOVER, DE
MARCH 30 2022
CATTLE
Cows, per pound
Good .70-.72
Feeders, per pound
500-1000 lbs .79-1.53
250-500 lbs. .82-1.65
Light Dairy .55-1.27
Heavy Dairy .80-1.02
Calves, by the head
Good bull 215.00-380.00
Good .70-1.30
Rough 45.00-60.00
HOGS
Sows, per pound
Heavy .50
Pigs, by the head
Large 80.00
GOATS
By the head
Stag 105.00-550.00
Nanny 80.00-360.00
Billy 200.00-300.00
Pigmy 180.00-215.00
Kids 37.00-130.00
SHEEP
Per pound

Ewes .80-1.75
Rams 2.00-2.55
Wethers 3.60
Lambs
Per pound
Good 3.70-4.60
Rough 60.00-130.00
RABBITS
Small 2.00-8.00
Medium 4.00-9.00
Large 25.00-43.00
HAY
Good 6.00-8.25
Fair 2.50-4.00
Rough .25
Round Bales 25.00-47.00

ROCKINGHAM
LIVESTOCK AUCTION
ROCKINGHAM, VA
MARCH 24, 2022
Slaughter Cattle
78 head
Slaughter Cows
75 head
Slaughter Cows Breaker
75-80% Lean1200-1600
80.00-92.00
Slaughter Cows Breaker
High Yielding1200-1600
90.00-95.00
Slaughter Cows Boner 8085% Lean
800-1200 75.00-85.00
1200-2000 70.00-90.00
Slaughter Cows Boner High
Yielding
1200-2000 85.00-90.00
Slaughter Cows Lean
85-90% Lean
750- 850 48.00-55.00
850-1200 45.00-60.00
Slaughter Bulls
3 head
Slaughter Bulls High
Yielding
1000-1500
117.50
1500-2500 122.00-124.50
Calves Returned To Farm
35 head
Holstein Bulls
70- 100
35.00-45.00 per head
80- 100
93.00
100- 130
141.00
Goats
5 head
Kids Selection No 1-2
40- 60
215.00 per
head

Want to see an
auction that
isn’t listed? Call
Emily and let
her know!
(800) 634-5021

Follow The
Delmarva Farmer
on Facebook!
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EQUIPMENT

EQUIPMENT

EQUIPMENT

EQUIPMENT

EQUIPMENT

DMI ECOLO-TILL 500
DMI Econo-till 500 subsoiler, five shank ripper
with coulters. Retiring
and don’t need. Pictures
available. Call Darrell
Hornstra Ag Solutions of
VA. 804-514-9845.

JOHN DEERE
TRACTORS

JD 8295R, IVT, duals, 340 HRS...................................$350,000
JD 6215R, IVT, 5 HRS!, 2021......................................$236,000
JD 6195R, AQ+20/20, 1086 HRS...................... ..........$175,000
JD 2950, Cab, 2WD, 720 loader.....................................$29,500
JD 2755, Cab, 2WD, 5910 HRS.....................................$26,500
JD 3020, powershift, restored, exc. condition................$19,500
JD 2355, Open, 2WD, 3602 HRS...................................$18,500

GREAT PLAINS DRILL
Great Plains 10 foot
solid stand drill with small
grass seed attachment.
Good for over-seeding
and planting beans.
$14,500. Call Darrell
Hornstra Ag Solutions of
VA. 804-514-9845.

COMBINES
Low Rates Available On Used Combines

JD S770, 4WD, 508s, 693e HRS..................................$450,000
JD S660, 4WD, 913 HRS..............................................$265,000
JD S660, 4WD, 1372 HRS............................................$210,000
JD S660, 4WD, 2173sm 32929e HRS..........................$125,000
JD 922 Flex Head...............................................................$9,000
JD 213 Flex Head...............................................................$5,000
JD 643 6 row corn head.....................................................$4,500

JD 752 TEDDER
JD 752 tedder, 4 star,
$2,500. Call 302-4923607.

HAY AND FORAGE EQUIPMENT

Krone Big Pack 1290, 4200 bales.................................$150,000
JD 946 MOCO, rolls, 2 pt hitch, 2005............................$18,000
JD MOCO 926, impeller, 2004........................................$16,000
JD 447 round baler, twine, exc. condition.......................$11,000
New Holland, 1411, discbine, rolls, good cond...............$9,200
JD 702 rake, 8 wheel.........................................................$5,250
New Holland 256 bar rake, good condition.....................$3,500
JD 530 round baler, twine.................................................$3,000
New Holland 56 rake, plus parts rake..............................$2,000
New Idea 400 bar rake......................................................$1,200
New Holland 157 tedder, 2 star........................................$1,000

CORN/SOYBEAN PLANTERS

JD 1795, 2015 model, 23 row......................................$129,000
JD 1990 30ft air seeder...................................................$90,000
JD 1750, 6 row, liqid fertilizer (2009)...........................$29,500
JD 1560 drill....................................................................$28,000
JD 7200, 12 row, liquid fertilizer....................................$18,000
JD 8300 drill, good condition...........................................$4,000

TRUCK BODY
Truck body. 20 ft x 5 ft.
All steel. $2,500. Call
410-310-6636.

EQUIPMENT

EQUIPMENT

EQUIPMENT

FOR RENT • $10 per acre Located in Denton, MD

JD 320E skidsteer, cab, 2210 HRS...............................$38,000
JD HX15, 1000rpm, double blades...............................$18,000
E-Z Trail 10 ton running gear.........................................$4,000
Hay wagon, 8x18, great condition.................................$4,500
JD MX7...........................................................................$3,500
JD 1600 chisel plow, 10ft...............................................$2,500
Oliver 565 plow, 4 bottom.............................................$1,000

GLADHILL TRACTOR
301-663-6060 • 1-800-245-0691
www.gladhilltractor.com

JD 7240
JD 7240 11 row vacuum
planter with liquid fertilizer; IH fleet start 2010A,
10 wheeler w/ 20ft grain
body. Call 410-9246907.
48 JD LOADER
48 JD loader (fits a 4020
JD), asking $900. Call
302-934-1942

JD 8430
JD 8430 tractor 179 HP.
Low hours on recent
overhaul of engine.
Needs clutch and tires.
Cheap H.P. $6,500. Pictures available. Call Darrell Hornstra Ag Solutions
of VA. 804-514-9845.

MISCELLANEOUS

5509 Mt. Zion Rd. P. O. Box 777
Frederick, Maryland 21705

EQUIPMENT

Easy, accurate calibration 8.5’ transport
12’ planting width 5.5” spacing

Call 717 • 821 • 1558

FLAIL CHOPPER
18 foot Alloway pulltype flail chopper.
Paint good, shed kept.
$8,500. Call 443-7863008
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EQUIPMENT

EQUIPMENT
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EQUIPMENT

DEPENDABLE USED EQUIPMENT

59,900

$

2007 CIH 2588 4WD, 2320 Sep Hrs, 2982 Eng
Hrs, Local Trade, Auto Hdr Height, Chaff Spreader,
Lat Tilt, Auto Reel Speed, Grain Bin Ext, Rev Fdr
House Drive, GLM, Yield Monitor & Mapping,
Straw Chopper & Spreader, WAK - #268295

235,900

95,900

$

$

2009 CIH 7120 Combine, 3174 Hrs., Grain
Bin Ext., AC, Lat Tilt, Straw Chopper, Straw
Speader, SEA - #220159

2016 CIH 8240 4WD Combine, 1761 Hrs.,
Rock Trap, Lat Tilt, Grain Bin, AC, Grain
Loss Monitor, ASH - #106150

17,500

$

2017 KU F2690 Lawn Tractor, 1181 Hrs.,
60" Mower Deck, Bagger, Diesel,
MID - #242866

WHAT’S COMING IN?
WHAT’S ALREADY HERE?

CHECK HERE EVERY WEEK!

9,900

$

1995 CIH 8580 4X4 Sq Baler, TIE, Pickup
Gauge Wheels, Central Lube, Knotter Fan,
MID - #54889

24,900

$

1996 JD 1770-16 Planter, Spacing: 30",
Width: 40', No-Till, Monitor, Markers,
ASH - #278296

24,500

$

2009 GP 3000TT-30 Turbo Till, Rockflex,
Cutting Width: 30, Tandem, Frt Blades: 18,
SEA - #52745

99,500

$

2008 CIH MAG275 MFD Cab, 4500 Hrs.,
3 Pt Hitch, Susp Frt Axle, Quick Hitch, AC,
225 PTO HP, MID - #220324

34,900

48,500

$

2019 CIH RB455 4X5 Rnd Baler, Wrap,
Pickup Type: Hydraulic, MID - #257687

$

2013 JD 204K Wheel Loader, 344 Hrs.,
2 Spd Transmission, SSL Quick Coupler,
MID - #288729

8,900

15,900

$

JD 635-32 Disc, Wing Duals, Frt Spacing:
9, Frt Blades: 21, Packer Hitch, Cutting
Width: 30, MID - #272150

$

2000 Kuhn Krause 2492NR-33 Disc,
Cutting Width: 32, Rockflex, Center Duals,
Furrow Filler Disc, MID - #77309

215,000

89,000

$

$

2015 GP 4000TM Turbo Max, Center
Duals, Rockflex, Frt Blades: 19, Frt & Rear
Spacing: 7.75", MID - #231020

2020 CIH MAG220-PS MFD Cab,
478 Hrs., Lux Cab, Diff Lock, 3 Pt Hitch,
Guidance Ready, 185 PTO HP,
MID - #271026

24,900

16,500

$

1982 JD 4640 2WD Cab, 10852 Hrs.,
8-Spd Pwr Shift, 3 Pt Hitch, Rear Remotes:
Mech 3, 155 PTO HP, MID - #287934

$

2013 CIH F35B ROPS, 522 Hrs., 3 Pt
Hitch, Diff Lock, Frt Remotes: 2 Mech, 35
PTO HP, MID - #54416

INTERCOURSE, PA

MIDDLETOWN, DE

ASHLAND, VA

MIFFLINTOWN, PA

SEAFORD, DE

WAKEFIELD, VA

CHAMBERSBURG, PA

NEW WINDSOR, MD

717-768-8231 302-378-9555 804-798-1500
717-436-6100 302-629-3075 757-899-5959
717-264-3533 410-635-2404

BUY PARTS ONLINE AT HOOBER.COM

POCOMOKE, MD

PARTS & SERVICE

302-629-3075

MIDDLETOWN, DE

289468
75487
70213
288597
289479
289480
289488
247974
289490
288786
289193
289194
289191
289485
288759
228041
288729
287934
288608
288523
75671
54589
271026
288195
68200
287531
287415
260433
220324
211714
64505
257687
54416
502759

Ferris IS2600Z Z-Turn Mower
JCB 541-70 XTRA Telehandler
KU F2680-E Lawn Tractor
UM 220-26 Soil Cond
Kuhn Krause 4995-31WR Disc
UM 220-33 Soil Cond
Sunflower 1211 Disc
UM 1645D-32 Soil Cond
Ag-Chem 750-AGCH Sprayer
IH F140 2WD Tractor
JD 348 14x18 Sm Sq Baler
JD 630 Mower Cond
NH 1037 Bale Wagon
Sunflower 6630-27 Vertical Tillage
JD F915 Frt Mower
J&M TF212-24 Soil Cond
JD 204K Wheel Loader
JD 4640 2WD Cab
JD 8300-12 Drill
Garfield GDS8 Scraper
Kuhn Krause 8200-28-WR Disc
UM RHII-33 Soil Cond
CIH MAG220-PS MFD Cab
HUSTLER 936054 FASTRAK-48 Z-Turn Mower
CIH 3408 Corn Head
HUSTLER FASTRAK Z-Turn Mower
Toro TIMECUTTER MX5475 Z-Turn Mower
Kuhn FC3160TCS Mower Cond
CIH MAG275 MFD Cab
CIH 2162-35 Draper
CIH 3412-12R Corn Head
CIH RB455 4x5 Rnd Baler
CIH F35B ROPS
JD 893 8R Corn Head

SEAFORD, DE

53355
289197
263171
289145
288590
229300
287858
53536
67739
220159
52745
105976

CIH F90-C4 MFD Cab
Kuhn Krause 7300-21-WR Disc
WD LRS84P Landscape Rake
GP 2400TM-24 Turbo Max
JD 643 Corn Head
WHITE WP8342H Planter
SL-84 Litter Windrower
CIH 3408 Corn Head
CIH 7120 Combine
CIH 7120 Combine
GP 3000TT-30 Turbo Till
CIH 4408 Corn Head

ASHLAND, VA

289168 KZ 3660-12 Planter
257181 LP STB1072 Snow Blade
288763 KU ZG327 Z-Turn Mower
209280 CIH RB454 4X5 Rnd Baler
284537 KU B7500DT 4WD ROPS
284538 LP FDR1660 Finish Mower
229960 CIH 8460 5x6 Rnd Baler
282813 NH BC5070 14X18 Sm Sq Baler

WAKEFIELD, VA
288803

JD 1780 Planter

AMERICANFARMPUBLICATIONS.COM

Get seen in
The Delmarva
Farmer!
Place a
classified
ad by calling
Emily
800
634-5021

Get seen in
The Delmarva
Farmer!
Place a
classified
ad by visiting
www.
americanfarm.com
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2013 JD 640FD #75725A
40’, flex draper
$62,500 CL

2017 JD 6130R #63894A
1970 hrs., IVT, guid. rdy., StarFire 6000
rec., AutoTrac rdy., 3 eHyd outlets
$116,000 QA

2018 JD R4038 #55503A
2821 hrs., 100’ boom, stainless,
boom leveling, traction ctrl.
WAS $239,000 NOW $219,000 CH

2016 JD 5055E #75589A
372 hrs., MFWD, 540 PTO,
12F/12R, power reverser
$41,400 HA

2012 NH H8060 #75610A
2056 hrs., hay head, 13’,
rubber/urethane conditioner
$52,840 OX

2019 JD 6145R #75436A
769 hrs., MFWD, AutoTrac rdy.
$152,000 WE

2014 JD 9460R #63979A
2740 hrs., GS3 CommandCenter,
18F/6R, 7” color display
$235,000 QA

2017 JD 5085E #72607A
1972 hrs., MFWD, 12F/12R PowrReverser, front weight brackets
WAS $33,500 NOW $29,900 OX

2015 JD S680 #70485A
2347/1609 hrs., PRWD, prem. cab,
AutoTrac rdy., GS3 CommandCenter
$187,000 SA

2009 JD 630F #79124A
30’, flex,
auger with full width fingers
$10,900 WH

2020 JD 3046R #75717A
hydro, 2WD, cab
$38,657 OX

2013 JD S670 #45650A
2855/2021 hrs., PRWD, spreader, sidehill, GreenStar 3 2630 display
$145,000 WH

2014 JD S660 #60162A
2572/1737 hrs., AutoTrac rdy, GS3 CommandCenter, twin disc straw spreader
WAS $159,000 NOW $129,000 CH

2012 JD S680 #73357A
1995/1200 hrs., AutoTrac rdy.
w/Harvest Monitor, GS 3 2630 display
$169,000 HA

2018 JD 1023E #78765A
98 hrs., hydro, MFWD, loader
$13,500 SA

1991 JD 9600 #79030A
6825/4750 hrs., lat. tilt feederhouse,
2WD, chopper
$10,800 WH

2015 Terragator TG8400 #79118A
4000 hrs., 70’ booms, stainless
$79,000 WH

Rhino TW144 #63876A
12’, pull type
$3,800 QA

2012 JD S680 #67821A
2375/1487 hrs., PRWD, duals, chopper, AutoTrac rdy, ProDrive trans.,
GS 3 2630 display
WAS $175,000 NOW $135,000 QA

2013 JD 640FD #75725A
40’, flex/draper
$62,500 CL

2014 Unv. 132 #75726A
8 shanks folding, 3 pt.,
closing coulters and baskets
$20,000 OX

2000 Kinze 3600 #78738A
12R30”, finger pickup
$65,000 SA

2008 JD 7430 #79061A
8000 hrs., MFWD w/susp, 740 ldr., GS
AutoTrac w/plug and play
$79,995 WH

Kinze 2000 #78803A
6/11 row, 15”/30” spacing,
finger pickup
$18,500 SA

2005 JD 9760STS #79126A
5790/3740 hrs., PRWD, duals,
spreader, lat. tilt feederhouse
$39,900 WH

Visit atlantictractor.net/used to view all of our pre-owned inventory!
Chestertown, MD

(877) 421-0569
Clayton, DE

(877) 421-4683
E. New Market

(877) 384-2014

Edgewater, MD

(877) 384-2026
Hanover, PA

(877) 978-2176
Hunt Valley, MD

(877) 969-2118

Mechanicsville, MD

Pocomoke, MD

Waldorf, MD

(877) 959-6195

(877) 421-4891

(877) 960-0583

Newark, DE

Queen Anne, MD

Westminster, MD

(877) 384-2028
Oxford, PA

(877) 421-4764

(877) 421-5045
Salisbury, MD

(877) 361-0705

(877) 709-6209
Whiteford, MD

(877) 361-0753

Monday-Friday: 7:30am - 5pm, Saturday: 7:30am - 12pm
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EQUIPMENT
JD EQUIPMENT
2840, 2wd, High/Low, 5717 hrs
4440, CAH, 2wd, Quad range, Duals,
7331 hrs
5055E, ROPS, 4x4, SyncShuttle, Ldr,
1060 hrs
5100M, ROPS w/canopy, 4x4, 16 spd
P-rev, 2339 hrs
5420, ROPS w/ canopy, 2wd, Ldr, 9 spd
SyncShuttle, Like new, 131 hrs
6220, CAH, 4x4, 16 spd P-quad, Left hand
reverser, 4977 hrs
7320, CAH, 4x4, 16 spd P-quad, 2137 hrs
7820, CAH, 4x4, 16 spd P-quad, One
owner, 4295 hrs
9510SH, CAH, 2wd, Green star brown box
display, Chaff spreader, Straw chopper,
5392 engine hrs, 3563 separator hrs
IH EQUIPMENT
986, CAH, 2wd, TA, 7236 hrs
1086, CAH, 2wd, 5740 hrs
5140, ROPS w/canopy, 2wd, Powerquad,
5112 hrs
5220, CAH, 2wd, Synchro w/ LH rev,
4319 hrs
5230, CAH, 2wd, 16 spd P-quad, LH rev
w/ neutral, 4552 hrs
CX70, CAH, 2wd, 16 spd w/ 2 spd P-shift,
LH rev, 3883 hrs
MX110, CAH, 4x4, 4656 hrs
OTHER TRACTORS
NH 3930, ROPS, 4x4, 8 spd with shuttle
shift, 5143 hrs
Kubota MX5200, ROPS, 4x4, Ldr, Hydro,
99 hrs
NH Boomer 46D, CAH, 4x4, CVT, Ldr,
302 hrs
NH T1520, ROPS, 4x4, Ldr, 444 hrs
Scag Patriot zero turn, 52” deck, 15 hrs
BALERS
Econo-Wrap EW-450A bale wrapper, 3pt,
Wraps up to 4x5 bales, Runs off tractor
remotes, Bale counter, Minimum HP: 40
JD 348 sq baler, #42 kicker, Hyd tongue &
pickup, Grandy granular inoculants, One
owner, Like new
Hesston 730, 39”x54” bales, Twine, Electric
tie with control box
Hesston 740, 47”x51”, Twine, Electric tie
with control box
NH 565 square baler, #72 thrower, Electric
controls
OTHER EQUIPMENT
Buama Light Stump Grinder, 20-45 HP,
Hydro only, Above ground cut height:
10”, Below ground cut depth: 6”
Sunfire SF-150 radiant heater, heats up to
3500 ft2, 19 gallon diesel tank, 150,000
BTU’s, Heated fuel filter for cold startup
Dump trailer, 7x10, Hyd tailgate, hyd dump
Skid steer weld on frames and plate
(2) New Land Honor Rockhound, 65”
working width, Skid steer quick attach,
15-25 GPM hyd flow required
Quicke 7’ grapple bucket, Euro quick attach
(2) New Stout 72” material bucket with skid
steer quick attach
McFarlane RD-4100 Reel disk, Vertical
tillage, Rolling basket, Chopping reel,
Spiked harrow, One owner, 12’3” cut
Brillion disc chisel, 5 shank, spring reset
(2) CIH 6500 disc chisel, 9 shank, ConserTill, Hyd djust dics
JD 710 disc chisel, 7 shank, Harrow,
Scrappers
CIH 5500 chisel plow, 11 shank,
Spring reset, 3pt
Rhino 156 chisel plow, gauge wheels,
7 shank with springs
Yetter 3 shank ripper
Brillion CC300 Ripper, 3 shank, Gauge
wheels, Spring reset

EQUIPMENT
Brillion 14’ cultipacker
Brillion packer, 8’
Brillion 12’ packer, Hyd lift
Used 10’ disc
Kewanee 88 cultimulcher, 14’ working width
Machio Gaspardo Fiore 170, sickle bar
mower, 64” cut, 3pt
Tonutti FB175 sickle bar mower, 3pt, 6’,
540 PTO
NH HM234 disc mower, 5’6” cut, Minimum
HP: 35
New Tar-River BDR-165 drum mower,
2 drums, 5’5” cut, Min HP: 28, Hyd lift
kit available
New Tar-River BDR-185 drum mower,
2 drums, 6’1” cut, Min HP: 35, Hyd lift
kit available
Hesston 1130 haybine, 2 sickles, One steel
& one rubber roll, 9’ cut, Hyd swing/lift
NH 5209 discbine, 9’3” cut, 540 PTO,
Rubber rolls
NH 313RDB discbine, Center pivot,
Drawbar swivel hitch, 13’ cut, 1000 PTO,
Hyd tilt/ swing
JD HX15, 15’ batwing, Chain guards,
Stump jumper, 1000 PTO
Woods BB72X, 72” brush hog, 3pt,
Slip clutch
Rhino SM72, Side discharge, Skid steer
quick attach, 72”, Chain guards
CIH 5100 soybean special, 7” spacing,
18 rows, Double disc, Grass seed,
Hyd lift, Press wheels
JD 8300 drill, grass seed, Single disc, 18
rows, 7’ spacing
JD 640 rake, dolly wheel
NH 256 rake
Bush Hog HT210 tedder, 2 star, 540 PTO,
10’ working width
DaRos GL, 2 star tedder, 540 PTO
Esch 2018 tedder, 4 star, Hyd lift & tilt, New,
1 yr warranty, 18’ working width
Pequea 710 tedder, 7’ working width
PTO driven
(2) Pequea TT4000, 4 star tedder, Hyd fold
& tilt, 18’2” working width
New Farmco Feeders & Hay Wagons
Killbros 350 gravity wagon
Killbros 375 gravity wagon, JD gear, wood
extensions
NH 155 manure spreader, Top beater, 217
bushel capacity
NI 3726 manure spreader, Single beater,
260 bushel capacity
JD 950, 15’ cultimulcher
Bobcat WC-8B wood chipper, Operating
wt: 1660 lbs, Up to 5’ diameter material
Bush Hog 121-09, 9’ blade, Manual angle/
tilt/ swing, can be made hydraulic
Ferguson 6’ blade
Land Pride RBT40108, 9’ blade
Curtis snowplow, Hyd angle, JD 500 series
pin on, 8’
Erskine 2010 snow blower, 6’, Skid steer
quick attach, 14 pin
SunBurst 5’ box blade
JD slab weights, 10 and 20 series, 100 lbs
CIH 2255 loader, 7’ bucket, Brackets and
joystick, Westendorf quick attach
JD 643 corn head, 6 row, 30”, Low tin, PTO
drive for sidehill, Oil bath
JD 920 flex head, 20’ working width, Poly
points, PTO drive
JD Chopper, 2 row- narrow
Great Bend to Skid Steer adaptor
413394A1 rear weight, 752 lbs

All Tractors Are Shed Kept

EQUIPMENT

814-652-2809

Closed Sundays
Call before you come

Visit our website for pictures & prices

www.leadersfarmequipment.com

SEED

SEED

TERRA FORCE TILLER
Terra-force tiller, 102”,
3 pt hitch, heavy duty.
Used very little, pictures
avail. $4,500. Call Darrell Hornstra Ag Solutions
of VA. 804-514-9845.
IH 856 TRACTOR
IH 856 tractor with cab
not installed. Gasoline.
Good T-A, independent
PTO, new paint. Pictures
avail. $7,500. Call Darrell Hornstra Ag Solutions
of VA. 804-514-9845.
CASE IH 3650
Case IH 3650 round
baler, soft core, 5’x6’
bale size. Pictures avail.
$4,900. Call Darrell Hornstra Ag Solutions of VA.
804-514-9845.
JD 920 MOCO
JD 920 MOCO with flails.
S.N. T989017. Field
ready. Sold cattle and
don’t need. Pictures
avail. $8,500. Call Darrell Hornstra Ag Solutions
of VA. 804-514-9845.
BATCH DRYERS
New and used GT recirculating batch dryer. Call
now for winter discounts.
Buy now, pay later. Call
anytime. 1-877-4220927.
CONDO FOR RENT
Condo for rent in Duck,
NC. Ocean front, 4
BR/3BA, various weeks
available. Available 4th of
July. Pictures available.
Call Darrell 804-5149845.
RAIN FLO MULCH
LAYER
Rain Flo mulch layer with
drip line. $3,500. Shed
kept. Pictures available.
Call Darrell Hornstra Ag
Solutions of VA. 804514-9845.

TRAILERS

LEADER’S FARM EQUIP.

Rt. 26 S. of Everett, PA - along the road to Mench

SEED

(3) FLATBED
TRAILERS
16 foot steel bed 3 axle
trailer with rear ramps
and tie downs. $2,000.
(2) single axle 10 foot
trailers for lawnmowers.
$400/each. Call 302875-7323

Lawn Seed & Mixes

Pasture & Hay

Kentucky Bluegrass
Kentucky 31 Fescue
Fescue Hard Predator
Creeping Red Fescue
Chewing Fescue
Tri Fescue
Zoysia Grass
Annual Ryegrass
Perennial Ryegrass

Fescue Max Q
Jessup Fescue
Alfalfa Galaxy
Alfalfa Adrenalin
Alfalfa Vernal
Clover Alsike
Clover Cinnamon
Clover Crimson
Clover Durana White
Clover Ladino
Lawn Mixes
Clover White Dutch
Clover Yellow Blossom
Tri-Blend Fescue
Millett Brown Top
Contractor’s Mix
Millitt Dove Proso
Delaware Mix
Millitt Pearl Hybrid
Delaware Mix Plus
Orchardgrass Pennlate
Shady Mix
Orchardgrass Potomac
Flat Ground Mix
Reed Canarygrass Rival
De. Wet Ground Mix
Ryegrass Tetraploid
First Choice
Sorghum FSGS10
Class Act II
Sudan Grass FS130BM
Millcreek Mix III
Teff Grass
Annual Ryegrass
Timothy Climax
Timothy Clair
Corn & Soybean Varieties
Sudan Sorg Greengrazer
AgraSeed Corn
Soybean
Enlist
USG 7420ETS
USG 7429ET
USG 7431ET
Glyphosphate tolerant
CL422GTNS

Wildlife & CRP
Switchgrass
Coastal Paniegrass PLS
Partridge Peas
Big Bluestem Bulk
Creeping Bentgrass
Smartweed
Chickory
Med Red Clover
Crownvetch
Fowl Meadowgrass
Lab Lab
Chufa
Va. Wild Rye
WGF Sorghum
Buckwheat
Forage Pea
Cowpea Iron Clay
Sugar Beets
Corn
Rice
Perodovie Sunflower
Russian Mammoth
Sunflower
Wildlife Mixes

Chic Mag
Whitetail Clover
Whitetail Edge
All State HWY, CPR and Alfalfa Rack
DNREC mixes available. Whitetail Bowstand
Wild Turkey
Custom grass and pasture Dove
mixes are available.
Meadow Mix
Wild Game
Custom Mixing

SEED

Seed
Cleaning
• On Your Farm
• Small Grain, Non
GMO Soybeans
• Treating w/Raxil
or Dividend
• PA, MD, DE, NJ

Ag Seed
Cleaning
717-949-8212

Get seen in The Delmarva
Farmer!
Place a
classified ad by calling
our office today!
800 634-5021
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side. Take 1st left onto Roe Ingleside Rd, take 1st left onto Bridgetown at
intersection. Go to 1st right onto Cox Sawmill Rd. 1st farm on the left.
Tractors: JD8270R MFWD (2310 hrs.) serial #PO13348 being sold w/ JD StarFire
3000 GPS, JD621OR MFWD w/IUT transmission (1907 hrs.) serial #015061 being sold
w/ JD StarFire 3000 GPS, JD 7320 MFWD w/loader (7000hrs.) serial #004358 being
sold w/AgLeader GPS unit, JD 4955 MFWD serial #003923 (rebuilt) JD2520 (not
running, not powershift) Case 530 backhoe (not running) IHB-414 (not running)
Combine: JD9560 STS 4WD (3426 engine hrs; 2342 separator hrs.) w/
JD GreenStar 3 serial #6705333, JD625 hydroflex grain head, JD693
cornhead
(rebuilt),
UnverferthHT25
headcart,
homemade
headcart
Trucks: 2005 Freightliner Business Class 10 wheeler w/22ft. aluminum dump (Allison Auto, only 109,600 mi.), 1997 Mack CH truck tractor
w/ wetline, 1981 Morgan 34ft. dump trailer, (2) 197? IH 1700 loadstars w/
dumps (not running), 1959 IH w/14ft. dump (not running), Arnold 3600
gal. milk tanker, Galbreath 30ft. roll-off trailer, 24ft. roll-off can w/ tarp.
Planting & Tillage Equipment: Kinze 3650 12/23 row planter w/liquid fertilizer
Redball (one owner) CIH330 24ft. true tandem disc Great Plains 2400 24ft. turbo
max (rebuilt, one owner), Great Plains 1500 15ft. no-til drill, JD 7000 4row planter, Ag-Chem 750 gal. sprayer w/60ft. booms & foam marker, Case IH 2500 5 Shank
no-til ripper (nice), Clark 12row anhydrous applicator, Krause 18ft. Landsman,
Unverferth 220 24ft. rolling basket, Brillion 24ft. solid wheel packer (goal post
style), Brillion 7 shank V ripper, Kilbros 385 funnel wagon w/ auger & tarp, IH
15ft. pull-type chisel plow, 18ft. transport spring tooth, auger wagon on JD Gear,
IH4X roll-over plows, JD210 14ft. disc, Brillion 14, 15 & 24ft. cultimulchers, JD2800
7x variable width plows, Case IH 365 24ft. field cultivators, Brillion 10ft. seeder,
Buffalo 4row cultivators, John Blue 400 gal. sprayer w/ double piston pump
Hay & Silage Equipment: NHFP230 chopper w/ kernel processor, 7ft. pickup head, 2 row cornhead, Meyer TSS500 silage wagon w/rear hyd unload and front unload, Meyer 500 silage wagon, NH1431 discbine, NH163
4star tedder hyd fold, Befco 10 wheelrake w/clean up wheel, NH56 rake,
JD458 MegaWide round baler w/net tarp (low use), NH575 w/hyd. tension, NH1037 stackwagon, Gehl 99 blower, JD350 36ft. PTO elevator
Misc. Equipment: Woods 180 15ft. Batwing mower (like new), NH358 Grinder-miter, SpreadMaster 18ft. litter spreader, 3ph/V ditcher, Ferguson PTO ditcher,
6000 gal. aluminum nitrogen tank, 6” Wasco Irrigation pipe, (2) PTO irrigation
pumps, NH795 tandem spreader w/top beater, NH side slinger spreader (as-is),
2500 gal. SS nursetank on Kruger dual axle trailer, 1000 gal. SS nurse tank, funand nel
Aluminum
Bodies,
We20
Sell
WE2 Build,
CUSTOM!
wagon, running
gear,
tonWhat
feed bin,
axle carALL
trailer,
Dansver 3ph/posthole digger, 18.4x38 belt on duals, Rhino 8ft/hyd blade, 3ph/ Lely fert. soreader,
Serving
your
truck equipment
for over
30 years!
Ferguson
2x3ph/plows,
Homemadeneeds
log splitter,
3ph/bale
forks, 3ph/Baltic seeder
Misc. Items: (2) 2000 gal. fuel tanks w/ elec. pumps (1 diesel; 1
gas), 100 gal. fuel tank w/ electric pump, misc. JD & IH weights, cement mixer, 2 axle farm trailer, Agway bale chopper, head gate, (pallet forks, material bucket, manure bucket for JD741 loader) metal JD
corn snouts, (2) vacuum pumps, misc. tools, parts and shop equipment.
Selling for Neighbors: JD4440 w/cab, JD4230 4 post, JD1590 20ft. notil drill, 2 row picker, JD845 12 row cultivators, JD 7 shank disc ripper, Patriot 1600 gal. fertlizer cart, van, Del mix wagon, Badger tank
spreader, Badger roller mill, (3) 15ft. solid packers, PTO grain auger
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SERVICES

SERVICES

SERVICES

Wayne’s Welding, Inc

3140 Goldsboro Rd
Henderson, MD 21640
welder@dmv.com
www.waynesweldinginc.com
443-262-9982 - 443-262-9988 Fax
Services:
Specializing in:
FrameEQUIPMENT
Alterations
Landscape Bodies
Hydraulic Systems
Box Dumps
Tarp Systems
Flat Bed Bodies
Truck Equipment Parts
Stake Bodies
Snow Plow Installation/Parts
Grain Bodies
Steel

SERVICES

ROOFING
ROOFING

We Paint
Barns, Silos,
Barn Roofs,
Auctioneers Note: All COVID CDC guidelines enforced.
sick, please stay home. Hope to see you on the 23rd!
and more.
We will match
competitor’s price.
Over 20 years of
experience. Will travel.

717-332-0784

HAY AND STRAW
From one bale to tractor trailer load. Cecil H.
Gannon & Sons, Inc.
Call days 410-822-0069
Nights: (410) 822-8381,
(410) 822-5162 , (410)
820-8453

Auction Sales, Inc.

Contact Jim VanHise
Robbinsville, NJ
609-331-0311
Jim Pirrung 585-728-2520
www.pirrunginc.com
PirrungAuctioneers@frontier.com

WALTERS
for over 40
years
AUCTIONEERING
The finest Quality at an
affordable
price
Sam Walters
III, Auctioneer
Call Harvey Byler at
302-653-0300
8571 S. Dupont Hwy.
www.bylerbuilders.net
Felton, DE 19943
302-284-4619

35640 Woodyard Rd.,
Willards, MD
All Equipment Auctions are
online with world-wide exposure!
410-546-2425
www.prauctions.com
email: pete@prauctions.com

Call Emily to add your
information here.
800-634-5021
* Agricultural
* Chemical & Manure Storage
* emily@americanfarm.com
Commercial
* Equestrian

NOTICE

NOTICE

NOTICE

Would you like to
receive

BUILDINGS

BUILDINGS

December 18, 2018
SERVICE

The Delmarva Farmer’s
Early Edition?

If you are

1-800-634-5021
www.americanfarm.com

LUMBER

LIVESTOCK

facebook.com/thedelmarvafarmer
RECYCLED LUMBER
ANGUS COWS & BULLS
40x 45 +/- 1 #delmarvafarmer
inch sheets
FOR SALE
$5.00 per sheet. Local
delivery,SERVICES
Call or text 856332-0020

BUILDING
BUILDINGS

Contact Roseda Farm 410SERVICES
472-2697, www.roseda.com,
or email roseda@roseda.com

BUILDING
BUILDINGS

GRASS HAY
4x5 round bales, grass
hay, net wrapped.
$50.00 a bale. 302-4923607

LIME
AG LIME SPREADING
Hi-Mag & Hi-Cal dry
lime
Call Toll Free Day & Eve.
CONESTOGA VALLEY
LIME SPREADING INC.
LANCASTER, PA.
1-800-724-3277

BUILDINGSPete Richardson
BUILDINGS

AUCTIONEERS, INC.

Find out about late breaking news, or
top stories before the paper arrives in
your mail box!
It’s Easy and It’s FREE!!!

HAY & STRAW
HAY AND STRAW
Straw bales, $3.00 a
bale. 21 bales in a
cube for easy handling.
Pickup or delivery. Call
410-430-2479.

PIRRUNG
BUILDINGS

Classified

ROOFING
ROOFING

Terms: Cash or Approved checks day of sale. Not responsible for
accidents.
Auctioneer:
Selling for:
Sam Walters III
Higgs Brothers
Dairy, LLC
(302) 284-4619

Demolition Work

Lincoln, DE 19960
302-422-3454
Fax: 302-422-0462
www.wilsonsauction.com
wilsonsauction@aol.com

CAI, GPPA, CES•Miles Roe
410-754-8826
auctioneer@acurtisandrewauction.com
Licensed Auctioneers in MD/DE/VA
www.acurtisandrewauction.com

for over 40 years

Simply call or email Megan and
provide her with your email address
and we’ll send you The Delmarva
MERCHANDISE
LIME Farmer’s Early
TRAILER
Edition!
410-822-3965 or
megan@americanfarm.com

AG LIME SPREADING
2017 BIG TEX TRAILER
Hi-Mag & Hi-Cal dry lime
deck over, 20 ft. w/5 ft. extenCall Toll Free Day & Eve.
sions/ramps, tear weight
1/2 price
building ads
thelbs.,
3rd
of
CONESTOGA
VALLEY
6,000
GVweek
WR 23,900
LIME SPREADING INC.
lbs., $9,700 Call 410-708every month.
Call Tiffany
or Emily for rates
LANCASTER,
PA.
8644.
SERVICES
SERVICES
1-800-724-3277
& dates!

WORKING CATS
BOB AND MILLIE’S
(800) 634-5021
LOOKING FOR
DISCOUNT SIGNS
EMPLOYMENT
The cheapest guys in
Do you have a rodent
town. Free delivery on
BUILDING
BUILDING
problem?BUILDINGS
Free
services
all signBUILDINGS
orders. Bobtheavailable.
Needing to
signman@yahoo.com.
place cats in a safe habiReal Estate - Constructat in exchange for rodent
tion - Banners - Yard
control. Fully vetted,
Signs - Decals - End
large selection, full set up
of Lane Farm Signs.
provided. Call 302-547www.appletreesigns.
8720.
com. Sign shop 410708-1341.
YODERS BOOM
MOWING AND FIELD
CUTTING
Ponds, ditches, CREP,
hedge rows, driveways,
woods edge, overgrown
fields, free estimates in
MD & DE, in our 20th
Year of Service. Call
Ken at 443-480-0772.

RECYCLED ASPHALTRECYCLED CONCRETE
2 sizes to choose from.
Great for parking lots, driveways & Chicken houses.
Also available, Race track
SERVICES
sand, Horse stall mix.
Dependable Sand & RecyFELINE
RODENT
cling. Call
(410) 822-6363
REMOVAL
Are rodents ruining your
crops and nesting where
BUILDING
BUILDINGS
they shouldn't
be? Our
working cats are willing
to provide RODENT
REMOVAL in exchange
for food and lodging. All
cats are fully vetted, full
set-up provided. Please
call (302) 442-1095 to
schedule an "interview"
with our working cats!

The finest Quality at an
affordable price
Call Harvey Byler at
Here kitty,
kitty ...
302-653-0300
www.bylerbuilders.net
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EMPLOYMENT

EMPLOYMENT

EMPLOYMENT

4-H Agent (position #103478)

A. CURTIS ANDREW
AUCTION, INC.

25631 Auction Rd., Federalsburg, MD
21632
Auctioneers: Curtis Andrew•Mike Roe,
CAI, GPPA, CES•Miles Roe
410-754-8826
Fax: 410-754-5201
auctioneer@acurtisandrewauction.com
Licensed Auctioneers in Md/DE/VA
www.acurtisandrewauction.com

All candidates MUST apply online. See the detailed position announcement at: https://ejobs.umd.edu/postings/92385 for position #103478.
Apply by April 8, 2022, or until a suitable candidate is selected. EOE

EMPLOYMENT

Agricultural Technician (C1– Contractual)
The University of Maryland, Western Maryland
Research and Education Center (WMREC) located at 18330 Keedysville Road, Keedysville MD
21756 is accepting applications for an Agricultural
Technician (C1 Contractual six month position).
Duties: Min. Qual.: H.S. Diploma or GED, three
(3) years’ experience in agriculture work, one (1)
of which must have been in agricultural research.
Must have a valid Maryland noncommercial Class
C driver’s license. Will perform field work – tilling,
planting, fertilizing, harvesting of traditional and
non-traditional agronomic and horticultural crops
and research plots. For application please access
our website at: https://ejobs.umd.edu/ (Position#
31722202). Applications will be accepted through
April 8, 2022. For more information please contact
Doug Price (410-432-2767. Ext. 345) or Sherry
Corbin (301-852-0769). EOE/AA.

EMPLOYMENT

EMPLOYMENT

PIRRUNG
AUCTIONEERS, INC.
Contact Jim VanHise
Robbinsville, NJ
609-331-0311
Jim Pirrung 585-728-2520

EMPLOYMENT

www.pirrunginc.com
PirrungAuctioneers@frontier.com

EQUIPMENT
OPERATOR - FULL TIME
Equipment operator and
light mechanic work at
a potato and grain farm
in Dover, DE. Effective
immediately. Year round
position. Must have
GED and a valid driver’s
license. Apply by April 19,
2022. Please call Dan
302-423-7536.

EMPLOYMENT

AUCTIONS

Auctioneers’ Directory

The University of Maryland Extension seeks a 4-H Educator to provide coordination and programmatic support for educational programs
for youth, families, and communities. This is a non-tenured, continuing contract faculty position housed in Cambridge, Maryland. The Educator would work with volunteers and youth development agencies
to provide experiential learning opportunities for youth, leading to the
development of life skills for youth. Educator will be responsible for
creating and delivering youth development programs in cooperation
with colleagues across Dorchester County, Maryland. Bachelor’s degree in youth development, education, social science, or related field is
required. MA or MS in youth development or related field is preferred.

EMPLOYMENT

AUCTIONS

AUCTIONS

WALTERS
AUCTIONEERING
Sam Walters III, Auctioneer
8571 S. Dupont Hwy.
Felton, DE 19943
302-284-4619

EMPLOYMENT

Mid-Atlantic
Equipment Auction
Wilson’s Auction Sales, Inc.
U.S. Rt. 113 P.O. Box 84
Lincoln, DE 19960
302-422-3454
Fax: 302-422-0462
www.wilsonsauction.com
wilsonsauction@aol.com

Pete Richardson
Auction Sales, Inc.

35640 Woodyard Rd.,
Willards, MD
All Equipment Auctions are online
with world-wide exposure!
410-546-2425
www.prauctions.com
email: pete@prauctions.com

Call Emily to add your
information here.
800-634-5021
emily@americanfarm.com

EMPLOYMENT

EMPLOYMENT

WE’RE GROWING & SO CAN YOU!
Join a team of diverse professionals at Binkley & Hurst Cecilton and acquire skills
on the job while applying your learned knowledge in future roles. If you are ready for
the next step in your career, contact Binkley & Hurst today by visiting our website!

SIGN ON BONUS! PARTS SALES ASSOCIATE
The Parts Sales Associate position is located in our Cecilton store and will assist with
Parts Counter, On-line and Phone Sales, provide prompt, accurate, and courteous
service to all walk-in and on-line Parts Customers. Strong attention toward accuracy in
parts ordering, shipping, and inventory is needed.
Must exhibit knowledge of agriculture equipment and/or parts. An ability to thrive both
in a Team atmosphere and independently. Excellent verbal and written communication.
BENEFITS: Commission, Health Insurance, Vacation Plan, Paid Holidays, 401(k) w/
Company match & others! Sign on bonus granted upon 6 mos. employment.

Apply Online At: BINKLEYHURST.COM

SIGN ON BONUS! AG SALES CONSULTANT

The Ag Sales Consultant position is located in our Cecilton store. Responsibilities
include all aspects of the field sales process, from cultivating relationships for new
business to closing the sale, representing all Binkley & Hurst AGCO products. Must
exhibit a strong Customer focus, Communicate well – verbally, nonverbally and in
writing and reside within the assigned territory.
2-4 years of related sales experience is needed as well as a current, valid driver’s license.
BENEFITS: Health Insurance, Vacation Plan, Paid Holidays, 401(k) w/Company match &
others! Sign on bonus granted upon 6 mos. employment.
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AUCTIONS

AUCTIONS

AUCTIONS

AUCTIONS

AUCTIONS

AUCTIONS

REAL ESTATE & FARM EQUIPMENT AUCTION

REAL ESTATE AUCTION
4 ACRES +/- & RANCH STYLE HOUSE
POOL HOUSE & IN GROUND POOL
SATURDAY - APRIL 23, 2022 @ 11:00 AM (Rain or Shine)
22861 FLEMING RD, DENTON, MD 21629

DIRECTIONS: From Federalsburg MD follow Houston Branch Rd to
Auction site. (Sign Posted)
FARM EQUIPMENT (10:00 AM): JD 4010 diesel
tractor & loader, JD 3010 diesel tractor, Gehl
4625SX skid loader, NI haybine, NH 67 hay bailer,
Int. 510 grain drill, JD manure spreader, JD 5x16
plow, JD BWA disk 12’, Woods pull type rotary mower,
Truck body 16’, 1999 Yamaha motorcycle, Flatbed 16’
TL 2 axle, 1993 Stock TL 16’ 2 axle, Wagon frame,
1986 Chincoteague 18’ Scal & trailer, 1994 Centreville flatbed 18’ TL 2 axle,
rear mount spreader, JD 6’ rotary mower, 1953 Ford delivery TK, Farmall
tractor, 1997 Ford F-250 diesel pickup, JD 1500 Aerator, Farmall A, post driver
3pth, 1992 Jayco camper TL, 1952 Chev. Deluxe Sedan, and other items.
Equipment Preview: Saturday April 9th 8:00 AM – 10:00 AM.
TERMS FOR EQUIPMENT: Cash or approved check with current
letter from your bank guaranteeing funds, unless you are known by the
Auctioneer. All items sold “AS-IS”, “WHERE-IS”, with no guarantee. No
Buyer’s Premium.
REAL ESTATE (11:00 AM): Deed Ref:
00280/00439 Map: 0061 Grid: 0011
Parcel: 0072
Land area 47 acres, more or less,
approx. 14 ac. tillable and woodland.
Improved with a single story Ranch
style house (1792 SF +/-), 3 Bedrooms,
2 ½ Baths, DR, LR, Family room, Kitchen, Utility, detached Garage, and
a Pole building approx. 27’ x 36’. Land is currently in agricultural use.
Farm land is currently leased.
TERMS FOR REAL ESTATE: A deposit of Twenty-Five Thousand
($25,000.00) dollars by cash, cashier’s, or certified check will be required
at the time and place of sale. The balance of the purchase price shall be
due at settlement which shall be within forty-five (45) days from date of
sale. If purchaser fails to go to settlement, the deposit shall be forfeited.
The successful bidder will be required to sign a contract of sale containing the following terms: Buyer shall pay all recordation, transfer taxes,
and Agricultural Transfer Tax (if required). Buyer shall pay for title examination, title insurance (if required) and all attorneys or settlement fees.
The property is sold in “AS-IS” condition WITHOUT WARRANTIES of any
kind by either the Seller or the Auctioneer. Seller has no knowledge of
any environmental hazard, housing code or zoning violations, however,
the property is sold subject to any such currently existing condition,
problem or code violation, and it is the Buyer’s responsibility to bring the
property into compliance with all codes. Taxes and other public charges
shall be adjusted to date of settlement. The information contained in the
advertisement was obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but is
offered for informational purposes only. The Auctioneer and Seller do
not make any representations or warranties, expressed or implied with
the respect to the completeness or accuracy of this information. Seller
reserves the right to accept or reject any or all bids, however, it is Seller’s
intent to sell said property. For more information or inspection of the
property contact the Auctioneer. No Buyer’s Premium. Visit auction
company web site for more information and photos.
Estate of Russell Carter

DIRECTIONS: From Denton, MD follow Rt. 404 west to Log Cabin Rd,
turn left and follow to Fleming Rd. Turn right and follow to auction
location on the left. (Sign posted)
Land area 4.2 acres, more or less, improved with a Ranch style house
(1,144 SF+/-) 3 bedrooms, 1 bath, kitchen, living room, and full basement. Other amenities include a in ground pool & pool house.
Deed reference: 00921 / 00384 Map 0027 / Grid 0008 / Parcel 0075
TERMS: A deposit of Twenty Thousand ($20,000.00) dollars by cash,
cashier’s, or certified check will be required at the time and place of sale.
The balance of the purchase price shall be due at
settlement which shall be within forty-five (45) days
from the date of sale. If purchaser fails to go to
settlement, the
deposit shall be forfeited. The successful bidder will
be required to sign a contract of sale containing the
following terms: Buyer shall pay all recordation,
transfer taxes, and Agricultural transfer Tax
(If required). Buyer shall pay for title examination,
title insurance (if required) and all attorney or settlement fees. The property is
sold in “AS IS” condition WITHOUT WARRANTIES of any kind by either the
Seller or the Auctioneer. Seller has no knowledge
of any environmental hazard, housing code or zoning violations, however, the property is sold subject
to any such currently existing condition, problem or
code violation, and it is the Buyer’s responsibility to
bring the property into compliance with all codes.
Taxes and other public charges shall be adjusted to
date of settlement. Lead paint inspection is the responsibility of the purchaser. The information contained in the advertisement
was obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but is offered for informational purposes only. The Auctioneer and Seller do not make any representations or warranties, expressed or implied with the respect to the completeness
or accuracy of this information. Seller reserves the right to accept or reject
any or all bids, however, it is the Seller’s intent to sell said property.

47 AC. +/- & IMPROVEMENTS
SATURDAY - APRIL 9, 2022 @ 10:00 AM
3649 HOUSTON BRANCH RD,
FEDERALSBURG MD 21632

A. CURTIS ANDREW AUCTION, INC.
410-754-8826 / 410-310-1826 /
www.acurtisandrewauction.com

For more information or inspection of the property
contact the Auctioneer.
No Buyer’s Premium.
Visit auction company web site for more information and photos.

A. CURTIS ANDREW AUCTION, INC.
410-754-8826 / 410-310-1826
www.acurtisandrewauction.com

The Mid-Atlantic Grower covers ornamental horticulture, tree fruit,
direct marketing, niche market fruit and vegetable crops. Watch for
feature articles on growers in the region, updates on issues that
affect them and ways they are changing to meet customer needs.
Published on the 2nd week of the month. Contact Tiffany or Emily to
advertise in this monthly section.
800-634-5021
tiffany@americanfarm.com
emily@americanfarm.com

Follow Us!
www.facebook.com/thedelmarvafarmer
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Delmarva Farmer
Business Directory

Find the services you need with speed, just look here in the directory.

Need a Diesel Mechanic?
/ea
$10 load
k
truc ount
disc

Diesel Rebuilding
Service Plans
Maintenance

8 ft Concrete Feed Bunks
J or U Bunk $200
Calf Bunk $150
Water Troughs $350

Our Specialty...
INTERNATIONAL
HARVESTOR

The brands you trust!

717-529-3959

Kirkwood, PA 17536

Hours: M-F: 6am. – 4:45pm. Closed S&S

Advertise your
your business
business
here for
forJohnjust
just
$40 per/
per
here
$40
Swartzentruber
We are expanding our grower
base
and are looking for addition(540)
691-3753
al growers to fulfill our customer
demands. We are a cucumber
week
week.
grading facility. Our crop is graded through our plant then shipped

Looking for a seasonal
job in the
Agriculture
Simplified
Installalation
Valley Hoop
KENNY BROTHERS
PRODUCE,
LLC
Install
yourself and save
Sector?
Structures
Install available
Bridgeville, DE
“Come Grow With Us” depending on location,
or constructor of your
choice.

BEAT
PRICE
100
10th
St. the
Laurel,
DE 19956
Tube:West
24’-36’ W
outSingle
to pickling
companies
across
US forTHE
further
processing.
Sentry Series 40’-180’ W
KBP is offering the following…INCREASE FROM METAL
SHORTAGE. ODER NOW
1.
Grow with KBP
Natural
Lighting
2.
Rent ground
to KBP (Spring/Fall/both
Seasons)
FOR DELIVERY
ANYTIME
Air Ventilation
3. Excellent
KBP Custom
Planting, Harvest &
Spraying
THIS
YEAR
Look
no
further,
we
have
job
opportunities!
Seeking
workers
to assist in
Foundation
Choices
If you
are interested
to learnM-F
more
about
ouryear’s
operation
please
Hours7:30-5:00
Prepare
for next
hay
storage
- put
mixing/loading agricultural products/crop
protection
products,
fueling
contact
Dean
Smith
at
302.236.7613
(cell)
or
302.337.3007
equipment
and assist in odd
jobsup
when
needed.
Must bePut
available
a simple
structure.
hay in to
drywork
(seasonal
hrs.)
Saturdays
8:00-12:00
Check
out
the
options!
long
hours
during
prime
application
season.
Knowledge
in
custom
(office). We look forward to hearing
from
you!better feed and save!
with less
hassle,

JEFF LLOYD & BJ FOXWELL

Call Emily
(800)
302-875-3856
(800) 634-5021
634-5021
emily@americanfarm.com
emily@americanfarm.com
Any length
application
is available!
a plus, having a CDL would be better - but not required.
Serious inquiries call: Monday-Friday 9AM – 4PM 302-349-5055

“Our Business Is
Growing Yours”

Valley
Hoop
Advertise
your
business
American
Farm
Publications,
Inc.
Structures
This Space
Available!!
Natural Lighting
Simplified Installation
Better Performance
Easy Relocation

Precision
Small Seed
Drills per/
here for
just
$40
Add
your
information
here in the
The
Delmarva
Sales Farmer
week.
Sale Seed Drills
Precision Small

5% off buildings odered by
March 15th Parts
Hardware
Precision Air Drills X10 / X30
Manufactured by:
Discs
Precision
Drills 870
Sioux
Steel Belt
Company
Precision Air Drills
X10
/ X30Hay, Machinery,
Put Belts
Livestock,
Handpush 820
etc., in870
a dry location with a
Precision
Belt Drills
Single Tube: 24’-36’
W
simple
structure
* Belts stocked and punched
locally
*
Sales

The New Jersey Farmer
Shore
Home
&820Garden
Sentry
Series 40’-180’
WHandpush
Call7913
Emily
(800)
634-5021
Tiffany
orENTERPRISES
EmilyPark
today!!
ALLONARDO
LLC
Industrial
Rd.
Vineland
, NJ
Parts
emily@americanfarm.com
1-856-364-6319
Easton,
MD 21601
Hardware
800-634-5021
mark@allonardoenterprises.com
Discs
https://www.stanhay.com
800
• 634
• 5021
Belts

Directory for only $40 per week, call
Check out the options!
Call for pricing and info!
John (540) 691-3753
Email:
valleyhoop@ibyfax.com

American Farm Publications

*Delmarva Farmer
*New Jersey Farmer
www.americanfarm.com
800-634-5021

EXPERTISE TO GET THE
JOB DONE RIGHT!

From design through final construction, ABC York, Inc. is a single source company you can
count on. For agricultural and commercial operations the answer is as easy as ABC York.

PRODUCTS:

* Belts stocked and punched locally *

Advertise
your business
ALLONARDO ENTERPRISES LLC
here for just
per/
Vineland $40
, NJ
1-856-364-6319
week.

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

SERVICES:

mark@allonardoenterprises.com

✔
✔
✔

https://www.stanhay.com

Call Emily (800) 634-5021
emily@americanfarm.com

Grain Dryers
Grain Bins
Material Handling
Augers
Parts
System Design
Millwright
Service

176 Bowman Rd., York, PA 17408 • Toll Free (888) 236-6795 • www.abcyork.com

Advertise in the Business Directory for only $40
per week! Call Tiffany or Emily (800) 634-5021
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GENERATIONS
O F SUCC E SS

You value growing the legacy of your farm.
We value guiding families like yours toward that legacy.
When you’re ready to take the next step, reach out to our team.

888.339.3334 | mafc.com |

